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Hon. ALFRED M. NORTON, Mayor.
EUGENE M. BOWMAN, City Clerk.
GEORGE E. GAGE, City Treasurer.
JAMES H. HUNT, City Marshal.
ENOCH E. CHASE, Assistant Marshal.
STEPHEN A. WOOD, City Messenger.




JOS IAH N. WOODWARD.
WILLIAM S. ATWOOD,
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR,




Ward j. —JOSHUA W. HUNT.
—JAMES F. WATSON.
— CHARLES S. BUSSELL.










Ward i. —NEWELL GREENWOOD,
CHARLES E. CUMMINGS.
2. — FRED H.MORRILL,
JAMES G. WALKER.
3. —JOHN F. LAW,
JOHN J. FLOOD.
4. — FRANK W. MAYNARD,
JAMES H. BLAKE, Jr.






* CHARLES A. BAGLEY,
TYLER M. SHATTUCK.
7. — EMRI W.CLARK,
CHARLES E. GALE.





Hon. benjamin FLETCHER, Jr., Mayor.
EUGENE M. BOWMAN, City Clerk.
GEORGE E. GAGE, City Treasurer.
JAMES H. HUNT, City Marshal.
ENOCH E. CHASE, Assistant Marshal.
STEPHEN A. WOOD, City Messenger.






ORERSEERS OF THE POOR,
JACOB LIBBEY, AMASA E. SANDERSON,
PRESIDENT COMMON COUNCIL,
* GUY W. LATHAM.
JOSHUA W. HUNT.
ALDEKMEN.





- GEORGE F. WHITNEY,
JOEL PIERCE,
JOHN MORRILL.
' 7. -JOSEPH FEATHER.











4. — GEORGE P. KIMBALL,
FRANK W. MAYNARD.










S. — ALBERT S. POWERS,
ISAAC C. JOHNSON.
STANDING COMMITTEES
IN THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Bills in Second Reading. — Aid. REYNOLDS and COBB.
Enrollment. — Aid. COBB and GUERTIN.
Eeections and Returns. — Aid. DUBOIS and WATSON.
Highways and Bridges. — Mayor NORTON, Aid. BUSSELL and HUNT.
Licenses. — Aid. DUBOIS and POWERS.
StreetLights. — Aid. BUSSELL, DUBOIS and KIMBALL.
Police Department. — Mayor NORTON, Aid. WATSO'N and BENSON.
IN BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.
Bills in Second Reading. — Messrs. GALE, FLOOD and SHATTUCK.
Enrollment. — Messrs. ANDERSON, F.H.MORRILL and BUCKLEY.
Elections and Returns. — Messrs. F. H. MORRILL, GALE and LAJOIE.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Accounts and Financt. — Mayor NORTON, Aid. W^ATSON and HUNT. Council-
men, MAYNARD, C. W. MORRILL and CLARK.
Claims. — Aid. BUSSELL and COBB. Councilmen WALKER, SHATTUCK and
BLAKE.
Commons and Burial Places. — Aid. HUNT and POWERS. Councilmen LAW,
C. W. MORRILL and THOMPSON.
Fire Department. — Aid. BENSON and REYNOLDS. Councilmen NILAND and
CUMMINGS.
Lands and Buildings. — Aid. KIMBALL and BUSSELL. Councilmen CLARK,
LAW and J. P. MORRILL.
Poor House and House of Correction. — Aid. POWERS and GUERTIN. Councilmen
CLARK, LAW and J. P. MORRILL.
Printing .and Stationery.— Aid. GUERTIN and BENSON. Councilmen ANDER-
SON, BUCKLEY and LAJOIE.
Sewers and Drains. — Aid. WATSON and DUBOIS. Councilmen THOMPSON,
WALKER and GREENWOOD.
Regular Committee Meetings 14th and last days of each month.
POLICE COURT.
JAMES B. FASSETT, Justice.
WM. O. CLOUGH, Associate Justice.
FRED H. MORRILL, Clerk.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS.
CHARLES F. TOLLES, Chairman, JOHN C. KNOWLES, Clerk.
DAVID A. WILSON, CHARLES F. TOLLES, WEBSTER C. BROWN,
DAVID ROBY, JOHN C. KNOWLES.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
JAMES H.HUNT, CHARLES S. COLLINS, JOSIAH N. WOODWARD.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
WILLIAM S. ATWOOD, JACOB LIBBEY, GEORGE E. HEATH.
INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS.
WILLIAM P. CLARK, GEORGE W. MOORE, JOHN RINEY,
GEORGE W. BADGER, MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN, WEBSTER C. BROWN,
WILLIAM B. PEACOCK, CALVIN T. ROBINSON.




SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
JACOB LIBBEY.
FENCE VIEWERS.
REUBEN WHEELER, WALTER M. GILSON, JOHN L. H. MARSHALL.
INSPECTOR OF PETROLEUM AND ITS PRODUCTS.
JACOB LIBBEY.
STREET COMMISSIONERS.
District No. WILLIAM G. JEWET1\



































































BRICK, STONE, PAINTING AND PLASTERING.
GEORGE W. BADGER, CHARLES W. STEVENS.
REPORT
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCES.
Nashua, N, H., January 9th, 1883.
The undersigned Comniitte on Accounts and Finances of the
City Councils of the City of Nashua, have this day examined the
accounts of George E. Gage, City Treasurer, and find the same
correctly cast, and each payment properly vouched, by a ti-easury
order for the same, corresponding in amount with the vouchers in
the hands of the City Clerk of said city.
We have also examined the sources from which the income the
past year has been derived, and are satisfied that he has charged
himself with the entire amount paid to him as City Treasurer,
and has made a correct exhibit of the same in detail.
We find the balance in the hands of the said Treasurer to be









Nashua, N. H., January 6th, 1883.
To his Honor the Mayor, and the City Councils of the City of
Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit herewith the amount of receipts and
payments of the Treasury Department for the financial year end-
ing December 31, 1882.





CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.,
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE "NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND.
Dr.
Balance Cash in Nashua Savings Bank, .
Interest on City Note, . . . .
" " deposit Nashua Savings Bank,
Cr.
Balance in Nashua Savings Bank, .
July 28, paid Henry E. Knapp, Agt., four
Noyes Medals, with cases,
GEORGE E. GAGE,
Custodian.





Dr. George E. Gage, City Treasurer,
13
In account with the City of Nashua, N. H. Cr.
Abatement of Taxes $1,088 98
" " Dog Tax 8 09^
Collection of Taxes 800 09
City Interest : 34,406 20
" Hall Building 7,554 62
" Teams 5,026 17
" Watch 5,429 50
" Farm and House of Correction 3,434 80
Cemeteries 227 03
North Common 261 36
South " 314 52
Fire Department 5,856 20
Highways and Bridges, Dist. No . 1 $172 67
" " "2 132 69
" '• " " "3 3,113 55
" "5 2,544 54
" 6 192 27
" ' " " "7 236 61
" " 8 153 70
" " " "9 208 53
" " "10 236 05
«'ll 168 27
" " " Recapitulation 246 79
7,405 67
Edge Stone" " " " 3 329 34
" " " " " 5 395 30
724 64
Incidental Expenses '. . .
.
4,966 87
Printing and Stationery 643 82
Paving 3,099 86
Paupers off Farm 966 46
Purchase of Hose 988 23
Observation of Decoration Day 100 00
Police Department 1,319 29
Public Library 1,000 00
" " Incidentals 33 7&
Salary Account 6,216 30
Sewers and Drains, Dist. No. 3 $1,972 45
"5 1,088 46
" " " Recapitulation 330 36
3,391 2T
Street Lights 5,039 OS
State Tax 19,888 00
County Tax 15,171 92
Temporary Loan 155,000 OO
Water Supply 5,420 50
Sinking Fund 7,062 00'
New Hydrants 1,180 61
Extension of the City Hall Lot 6,683 21
Ward Expenses 242 46
Searles Road 1,167 OO
Chandler Street School House 1,396 68
School Money 36,521 46
Balance Cash in Treasury 12,943 07
$362,979 57
GEORGE E. GAGE,
Nashua, N. H., January 6, 1883. City Treasurer.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1882.
TAXES OF YEAR 1881.
Balance uncollected December 30, 1881, $16,768 86
$16,768 86
Amount paid City Treasurer by L. Kit-
tredge. Collector, .... $16,663 96
Discounted aa worthless, . . . 104 90
$16,768 86
TAXES OF YEAR 1882.
Amount assessed and committed to Col-
lector, including State, County and
School Tax and Tax on Dogs, . $151,286 86
$151,286 86
Amount paid City Treasurer by L. Kit-
tredge. Collector, .... $134,300 00
Balance due Dec. 31, 1882, . . 16,986 86
$151,286 86
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
L. Kittredge, Collector, abatements, 1881, $649 30
" « « 1882, 439 68
$1,088 98
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ABATEME^^T OF D3G TAX.
Amount assessed, 1882, . . . $337 00
$337 CO-
PAID.




Appropriation, . . . . $800 00
$800 00
PAID.
L. Kittredge, Collector, balance, 1881, $100 00




Nashua & Rochester R. R, Co., on shares, 5,580 00
L. Kittredge, Collector, on Taxes 1881, 319 69
PAID.
G. W. Ballou & Co., City Note, .
Haverhill Sav. Bank, Coupons,
N. E. Trust Company, City Notes,
H. Tiu-rell, City Note, ' .
Lowell Institution for Savings, City Note,
Millbury Bank, City Note,
Worcester " " " .
Lowell a ti a ^
Noyes Prize Medal Fund, . . .





Appropriation, .... $12,500 00
City Clerk, rents and licenses.
17
J, L, Pierce & Co., cord and curtains, .
18
J. B. Manseau, harness and work, .
19




€ity Teams, sale of hay,
E. G. Barker, to balance account, .





CHANDLER STREET SCHOOL HOUSE.
Appropriation, 11,360 00
PAID
Howard & Co., furniture, .
Sawyer & Ashley, builders,
A. S. Powers, stoves, etc,
C. W. Stevens, stone posts,
J. F. Law, labor,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
C. B. Jackman, labor and stock,
Pierce & Co., curtains,
J. T. Flather, painting lence,
H. F. Richmond, survey,
J. A. Swasey, blackboards,








J. L.. H.Marshall, labor,
Chas. A. Brigham, "
J. F. Lnw, labor, .
D. M. Farley, trees,
Barr & Co., nails, .
E. L. Farmer, painting,
J. Robinson, white w^ashin
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
E. O. Bills, cutting grass
A. Fisher, Rep'g pump,
Isaac Chapman, labor,

























Geo. W. Badger, painting,
W. M.McGilvery, labor,
D. M. Farley, trees,
M. Nelligan, labor,
C. A. Brigham, labor,
N. O. Prescott, "
J. Sullivan, "
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
McQuesten & Co.,
G. W. Nutt, ashes,
Barr & Co., nails, etc.,















G. W. Badger, painting,
25
B. 0. Roby, painting, .
26
G. 0. Osborn, fireman.
27
B. D. Humphrey, labor,








J. E. Bailey, labor, ....
Barr & Co., supijlies,
Glover & LadcL sharpening tools, .
H. O. Proctor, use of horses, .
V. C. Gilman, storing carts, .
C R. Pease, pail and dippers,
H. F. Richmond, surveys,
A. S. Powers, lanterns, .
Greenleai & Co., oil,
F. D. Cook & Co., lumber,
C. H. Nutt, supplies,
Cross & Tolles, lumber, .
Beasom Heirs, gravel,
N. Batchelder, concreting,
J. W. Ladd, labor, ....
C. W, Stevens, stone,
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor on fountains,




H. 0. Proctor, use of horse, .
29
J. K. Shipley, labor, .
Ban* & Co., tools,
S. F. Lund, labor,
C. F. Tolles, "
30
DISTRICT NO. 10.





















Charles W. Stevens, stone,
Pay Rolls, labor,
H. F. Richmond, surveys.
32
PAID.
C. B. Jackman, labor County
m
W. Fisher, boards, .
Corrugated Metal Co., railing T. F. bridge
E, M. Bowman, registering B.,D.andM.,
A. L. Bixby, express,
H. F. Richmond, surveys,
Arabella Willey, elaira, .
A. F. Long, jugdment, .
E. S. Russell, medicine, ,
O. Dodge, shrubs R. R. square,
L. E. Gould & Co., labor Rec. Building
C. H, Nutt, supplies,
W. O, Clough, special justice.
Express Co., bill, .
McQuesten & Co., fertilizers, .
C. F. Tolles, labor Hudson case, .
R. D. Barnes, cash paid, .
Cross & Taggard, retainer fees,
B. Fletcher, Jr., cash paid,
D. Gibson, labor, ....
R. A. Ray, treasuier "Knibbs suit,"
A. S. Faton, concreting, ,
N. Batchelder, " ...
T. J. Flather, painting, .
Geo. Davis, posting bills,
D W. King, recording deeds.
County Farm, boarding French, etc.,
Nashua Gas Co., gas, band stand, ,
George E. Gage, cash paid,
J. H. Hunt, Bd. of H., horse hire,
C.S.Collins,' " " " ''• " .
J.N.Woodward, " " " " etc.,
A, F. Stevensi, prof, service, .
C. H. Blake, care of "Wheeler Lot,
Union Hall Asso., rent of hall,
E. B. Gould, special justice, .
G. H. Whitney, ringing bell, .
J. Hale,
'
'' " . .
M. C. Barker, " " . .










M. A. Tayor, groceries furnished,
Barney Bros , " " . -
Daggett & Cross, " « . .
F. F. Kimball, cloth, . . . .
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OBSERVANCE OF DECORATION DAY.
Appropriation,
.
. . . . 1100 00
PAID.
G. A. R., .
$100 00
38





Vimil C. Gilman, Treasurer, . . $1,000 00
$1,000 00
PUBLIC LIBRARY INCIDENTALS.
Appropriation, ..... $50 00
40'
A, D. Melendy, truant officer,
T. B. Crowley,
S. A. Bent,
S. A. Wood, city messenger,
C. P. ToUes, assessor, .
J. C. Knowles, "
D. A. Wilson, "
David Roby, "
W. C. Brown, •'
W. O. Clough, asso. jnstice,
Oilman F. Allen, isnpector,
W. C. Brown,
W. P. Clark,







James H. Hunt, board of health,
C, S. Collins, " »
J. N. Woodward, " « "
" " " city physician,
W. S. Atwood, overseer of the poor.
J. Libby, « " " "



































L, P. Dunklee, building road,




Curamings Bros., land damages,
C. T. Robinson, " "
John C. Lund,















Mayor Fletcher, chairman, . , . $7,062 00
$7,062 00
Amount in the hands of trustees invested









€harles Kittredge, labor, Ward 8, .
A. S. Powers, " " 8, .
2d. Advent church, rent of hall, .
Tremont House, rent of Tremont Hall,
N. Murray, cleaning room, .
F. D. Cook & Co., lumber, .




M. V. B. Greene, supplies
49
J. M. Flanders, labor, 1880,
C. W. Stevens, "
A. Fisher, ''
A, P. Kelsey, "
H, O. Atwood, "
J. F. Wallace,
N. Murray, "




Maynard & Noyes, ink,
O. C. Moore, printing,
H. R. Wheeler, "
C. E. Clement, "
Nashua Gazette, "
Cummings & Green, wood,
D. J. Harris, hanging paper,
J* F. Barnes, " "
E. B, Powers, cash paid,
S. A. Bent, " , "
T. B. Crowley, " " oil, etc.,
H. B. & W. O. Chamberlin, repairs
G. W. Badger, painting,
G. F. Allen & Co., "
Geo. O. Fisher, "
Geo. S. Wheeler, tuning pianos
C. J. Walton, repairing clocks,
N. C. Ingalls, filling diplomas.
Major and Knapp & Co., diplomas,
A. G. Tinker, brooms,
A. E, Wallace, chemicals,
Eaton & Aver, sawdust,
Thomas Hall, mdse.,
Cross & ToUes, lumber, ,
A. B. Twiss, teaming,
E. Holt,
R. M. Sawyer & Co., oil and can,













































Abatement of taxes . . .
Abatement dog tax . . .
Collection taxes . . . .
City interest
City ball building ....
City teams
City watch
City Farm and H. C.
Cemeteries
Common, north , . . .
Common, south . . . .
Fire department . . . .
Highways and bridges . .
Edge stone •
Incidental expenses . . .
Paving
Printing and stationery . .
Paupers off farm . . . .
Purchase of hose . . . .
Observance Decoration day
Police department . . . .
Public library
Public " incidentals .
Salary account








Extension city hall lot . .
Ward expenses
Searles road





City scrip, July 1, 1863, payable iu 25yrs. $10,000 00
" 1, 1863, " " 20 « 15,000 00
"bonds Jan. 2,1865, " "20 " 2,000 00
" 2, 1865, " " 30 " 2,000 00
« note, Oct. 27, 1866, " " 20 " 8,000 00
" « « 27, 1866, '' " 25 " 10,000 00
« « " 27, 1866, " « 30 " 8,000 00
" " Nov. 23, 1866, " « 19 " 12,500 00
« « " 23, 1866, " " 29 " 12,500 00
" bonds, Aug. 1,1870, « "20 " 10,000 00
« " " 1,1870, " "23 « 15,000 00
« " Oct. 1, 1871, " " 20 " 35,000 00
City bonds, payable in 20 years, dated
July 1, 1872, (in aid of Wilton rail-
road extension), .... 15,000 00
City bonds, payable in 20 years, dated
July 1, 1872, (Nashua & Rochester
railroad), 220,400 00
City bonds, payable in 25 years, dated
July 1, 1876, (to fund the floating
debt), 75,000 00
Outstanding demand note, . . . 1,000 00
$451,400 00
By referring to the Sinking Fund account it will be seen that
the amount in the hands of the Trustees is $58,458.35; as this sum
was raised for the liquidation of the debt created by loans to
railroads, it really provides for that amount of city debt, making
it less by $58,458.35 than given in the above tabulation. The
actual debt therefore is $392,949.65.
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CITY PROPERTY
City Hall Building and lot,
County Building and lot,
City Farm and buildings.
City Hospital an'd furniture,
North Common,
South Comnion,
Land No. Pine street,
" Arlington "
Engine house and stables, Olive st
Heating apparatus, furniture and fixtures
City Hall building,.
Furniture and fixtures. County building
Personal Property at City Farm,
Property in hands of fire department, as
per Chief Engineer's report, .
Horses, carts, harnesses and blankets.
Street lamps and* fixtures.
Highway tools, ....
Watering troughs and fountains, .
Property in hands of Police Department
Balance uncollected taxes, 1882,
1860 shares Nashua & Rochester R. R., ,
Interest due on above

























District No. 1, Lowell road, . . . $1,200 00
" " 2, " " . . . .1,000 00
" 3, Spring street, : . . 109,585 00
" 3, Main street, . . . 20,000 00
» 3, East Pearl street, . . 3,500 00
" 3, Palm street, . . . 5,000 00
" 3, Mulberry street, . . 2,500 00
" 3, Lake street, . . . 12,560 00
« 3, Edgeville, . . . 1,500 00
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District No. 4, Belvidere,
" " 5, Chandler street,
" " 5, Mt. Pleasant, .
" " 6, Amherst road,
« » 7, Hollis " .
" ", 9, Dunstable road,
« « 10, " « .
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CHIEF ENGINEER OF FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Nashua, N. H., Jan., 1883.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen:—In conipliancie with the provisions ot section 6
of the city ordinance relative to the Fire Department, I hereby
submit the following report of fires, losses and insurance, as near
as could be ast^ertained, condition of property in the depart-
ment, working force, location of reservoirs and hydrants and such
other matters as may be of interest to your honorable body.
FIRES AND ALARMS.
The department has responded to sixteen alarms during the
year. The apparatus was woi'ked at eight; four were fires in the
woods, which were extinguished by the department with shovels;
three were from burning chimneys, and onfe caused by the Tight
of a lire in Lowell.
Total value of property destroyed, . . 16,330 00
Insurance on the same, .... 5,980 00
Making a total loss, .... $350 00
FIRES IN 1882.
Jan. 5, 5.20 a. m. Park street, wood frame dwelling, owned and
occupied by E, P. Emerson. Loss $100, fully insured. Cause
burning out of chimney.
Feb. '28, L50 p.m. Clay street, brick tenement house, owned
by Searles and McClary. Loss $30.00, fully insured. Cause
sparks from chimney.
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April 9, 2,30 p. m. |<"ire in tlie woods on the Dunstable road.
Loss smsll.
April 15, r2.15 a. m. Fire in a wood franip cottage, beyond
Sandy Pond, owned by G. W. Pond. Loss $600, insured $250.
Cause incendiary.
April 30, 12.45 p. m. Fire in the woods on line of Worcester
& Mashua railroad. No loss.
May 30, 7.10 p. m. Crown street, boiler room and dry house of
Gregg & Son's door, sash and blind manufactury. Loss $3,000,
fully insured. Supposed to liaA^e caught from boiler room.
June 17, 1.15 p. m. Corner of Orange and Lowell street, wood
frame tenement house. Loss small. Cause sparks from chimney
of Small's building.
August 5, 3 A. M. Alarm caused by the light ot a fire in Lowell.
August 14, 4.30 p. M. Fire near Charles street, on line of the
Wilton railroad. Burning of a fence, supposed to have caught
from sparks from the locomotive.
Aug. 15, 2.15 p. M. Fire in the woods on Amherst road. Loss
small.
Aug. 19, 11.15 A. M. South street, slight fire on the roof of a
wood frame cottage owned by Charles Williams. Caused by
sparks from chircney. Loss small.
Sept. 6, 4.45 p. m. Kinsley street, alarm caused by burning-
brush. 'No loss.
Dec. 2, 4 A. M. Concord railroad, fire in a freight car filled with
cotton cloth, owned by the Amoskeag Mfg. Co., of Manchester.
Loss $2,500, fully insured. Cause unknown.
Dec. 13, 12.30 a. m. Concord railroad, fire in switch house of
Concord railroad Co. Loss $ 100, fully insured. Cause defective
flue.
Dec. 21, 3.40 p. m. High street, burning out of a chimney in a
house owned by Moran and Timon. No loss.
1883.
Jan. 10, 2 A. M. Canal street, fire in henhouse, rear of Willard's
Hotel. Loss small. Cause, kerosene oil stove.
APPARATU.>^.
The apparatus consists of three Amoskeag steam fire engines,
two of which have hose tenders attached capable of carrying 600
feet 2 1-2 inch hose; one four wheeled hose carriage carrying 600
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feet 2 1-2 inch hose; two four wheeled horse hose carriages carry-
ing 1,000 feet each of 2 1-2 inch hose; 1 hook and ladder truck
complete; one Bangor extension ladder. There are also two spare
hose carnages, one at Eaton & Ayer's with 200 feet of old leather
hose, and. one at the Forge with 450 feet of hose; the carriages
are of but little value and not fit for steamer use.
The apparatus has been touched up aud varnished during the
year; steamer No. 2 thoroughly overhauled and repaired; the horse
hose carriages supplied with new reels, and every piece is now in
first class working order.
MANUAL FORCE.
The department consists of one Chief and four Assistant En-
gineers, seventeen. members each of Torrent Steamer, No. 1 and
Niagara No. 2, 12 members of Pennichuck Hose Co. No. 2, and
18 members of Union Hook and Ladder Company No. 1.
HOSE.
There is at present 6,100 feet of cotton rubber lined hose be-
longing to the department, all in good condition; 1,100 feet of
which was jDurchased during the past year; 2,300 feet of leather
hose has been condemned, most of which has been sold; 350 feet
have been loaned to the Freezer Company; they have purchased a
hose carriage, provided a room for it in one of their buildings,
manned a company from their works, and in case of fire in their
vicinity, we have no doubt but what they would do good service.
The old hose is at the following j^laces : 450 feet at Forge, 200 at
Warner & Whitney's, 250 at Eaton & Ayer's, 300 at Edgeville, 350
at the Freezer Co's. We have not a sufficient amount of reliable
hose aud I would recommend the purchase of good cotton rubber
lined hose during the present year.
HFDRANTS AND RESERVOIRS,
The reservoirs are in good condition except the ones on Cross
street and the Foundry yard, the former has no supply and the
latter is too small for steamer use. Seventeen new post hydrants
have been purchased and located during the year, and all of that
style are in good condition; the box hydrants are old, some of
them entirely worthless and I would recommend the purchase of
more post hydrants during the year, that we may as soon as prac-
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ticable get rid of all the old ones. The fire station in Pearson's
Avenue is in good condition; the one on the Ferry road is of but
little value to the department; a good reservoir could be built and
kept in repair in that locality at a less expense than repairs on the
station for the next few years, and would give the department a
water supply that could be relied upon.
The outside of the Engine house has been newly painted and
placed in good condition during the past year. Nothing has been
done in the way of repairs to the inside since the house was built,
except what has been done and paid lor by diiFerent companies?
and the hall and other rooms should be painted and whitewashed
as soon as practicable.
The water supply is improving each year, and as post hydrants
can now be relied upon to do good service, more pains should be
taken to improve that branch of the service in many localities.
Two and sometimes four hydrant streams could be worked to good
advantage, but the carriage which is run by our only hydrant
company carries but 600 feet of hose, and as the steamers especially
at large fires use all they carry, we have to wait until we can send
to the house for hose for the second and third line. The company
should be provided with a carriage capable of carrying 1,000 feet
of hose, and I would recommend that a carriage of that descrip-
tion be purchased during the present year.
The present system of transmitting alarms is not reliable. The
members of the department live and work in all parts of the city
and when an alarm is given it is necessary for them to go to the
Engine house to get the location, they find the apparatus gone
and when they reach the fire, find they have travelled double the
distance necessary had they known the location. The Gamewell
system which it is claimed will give an alarm and locate the fire
at the same time, was on exhibition at the City Hall during the
year. Many availed themselves of the opportunity to witness its
workings, and all expressed themselves satisfied with the system.
A petition was circulated asking for its purchase. It was in circu-
lation less than a week, and I am informed that it received the
most names and represented the largest amount of taxable property
ever presented to the City Government, The resolution for its
purchase passed one branch of the city councils; in the other branch
it was laid upon the table until Oct., at which time as nothing was
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heard from it, I presume it was consigned to the waste basket. I
am informed that those not in favor of the system, claim that it
is not so efficient as it has been represented, and that the cost of
obtaining and maintaining it is more than the estimates. As the
system is in active operation in more than a hundred cities and
towns in this country, some of +hem smaller than Nashua, it is
certainly an easy matter for reliable infonuation to be obtained as
to its efficiency and cost, and I would suggest that such information
be obtained and if satisfactory, that the system be purcliased and
adopted as a fire alarm.
I believe that a reliable system can be obtained and maintained
at the same or less expense than the present ineficient one.
The membership of the department is excellent, being composed
of young men, who are faithful and I believe efficient in the dis-
charge of their duties, and all methods tending to lighten the
labors and increase the efficiency of the department will I hope
and'believe meet with your earnest support.
To his Honor, members ot the committee on Fire Department,
and the City Government for the interest manifested in and favors
received, our thanks are due, and are hereby respec|,fally tendered
and also through your honorable body to the Board of Engineers,
Officers and members of the Fire Department for. their uniform
kindness, to the Board of Engineers and the prompt and efficient




















































Concord street, near A. L. Norton's, .
Corner of Granite and Summer streets,
Lock, corner of Salem street,
Amherst street, head of Vernon, .
Manchester street, ....
Between East Concord and West Concord streets.
Corner East Concord and Laton streets.
Near Indian Head House, ....
Front of Ziba Gay's, 34 feet 6 inches from marlv
Main street, near Wilton R. R. tracl?^, .
Front of late Joel Carter's house, Franlclin St.,
Front of late J. B. Chapman's house, Franklin St
Railroad square,
Canal street, opposite Cross street, not good.
Canal street, opposite No. 1 boarding house,
Pearson's avenue, in sidewalk,
Corner Main and Park streets, ....
Front of Eagle Card Co.'s shop. Water street.
Water street, front of Eaton & Ayer's foundry buildi
Water street, upper end, ....
Main street, front of City Hall, .
Main street, opposite High, ....
Main street, front of Pearl stieet Chureh, .
Main street, corner of Eldridge, .
Main street, near W. & N. R. E.,
Factory street, opposite Mechanic,
Factory street, corner of Washington,
.
High street, near Houston's well, not good, '
West Pearl street, head of Elm, .
West Pearl street, corner of Walnut, .
Vine street, corner of Pearl,
Hollis street, corner of Vine,
Chestnut street, opposite G. A. Rollins' house
East Olive street, opposite C. P. Gage's, .
Church street, head of Cottage avenue.
Temple street, opposite C. B. Hill's, .
Temple street, near Buxton's avenue,
.
Junction of Pearl and Temple streets, corner So
Temple street, opposite Foundry yard, not good.
Temple strreet, corner of Amory,
East Pearl street, corner of Cottage, .
East Pearl street, corner of Mason,
Corner of Dearborn and Bowers streets
,
Hollis street , corner of South Middle,






















46. Hollis street, opposite Proctor Brothers' shop, . . . Post.
47. Hollis street, opposite Freezer Co.'s,
48. Hollis street, opposite Chase's house ,
49. Spring street, corner of Eldridge,
50. Hollis street, opposite Warner & Whitney's counting room,
51. Hollis street, opposite Forge,
52. Hollis street, opposite Forge, •
53. Auburn street, opposite Peacock's house, .... Box.
54. Kinsley street, corner of Vine, Post,
55. Front of late F. G. Greene's house, Box.
56. South Middle street, opposite Minot's house, . . . Post.
57. Hollis street, corner of Harbor avenue, .... "
58. Holmes street, near Foundry, "
59. Palm street, opposite Sullivan house,
60. Belknap street,
LOCATION OF RESERVOIRS.
Amherst, near Auburn street.
Abbott Square, between Amherst and Concord streets.
Orange Square, between Locke and Orange streets.
At Crossing of Cross and Central streets, not good.
Bridge street, north side of school district lot.
East Concord street, opposite G. A. Ramsdell's.
Temple street, in Foundry yard, not good.
Temple street, corner of Main.
Corner of Factory and Chestnut streets.
Hollis, head of Quincy street.
Hollis, crossing of Chestnut street.
Crossing of Walnut and Kinsley streets.
Crossing of Hollis street and Alld's road.
Crossing of Temple and Cottage streets.
Main, head of Prospect street.
Corner of Greene and Locust streets.
Abbot street, near school house.
Crossing of Main and Pearl streets.
Arlington, head of South Auburn street.
FIRE STATIONS.
Pearson's avenue, front of Otis Kendall's house,
Merrimack river, old Ferry road.
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MEMBERS OF BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
Chief Engineer, FRANK A. BARNEY.
Age, 38; occupation, grocer; residence, 85 Vine street.
First Assistant, C. H. WHITNEY.
Age, 31; occupation, moiilder ; residence, corner Cedar and Wal-
nut streets.
Seco?id Assistant, E. H. PARMENTER.
Age, 36 ; occupation, shuttle maker ; residence. So. Middle street.
Third Assistant, GEO. O. OSBORN.
Age, 29; occupation, confectioner; residence, 6 Pleasant street.
Fourth Assistant, E. F. HADLOCK.












































































84 West Pearl street.
70 Canal street.
NIAGARA STEAM FIRE ENGINE CO.
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-JOSEPH W. WALLACE, JOHN B. BURREBY, CHARLES A. EAGLET,
HENRY MCCAFFREY, CLOVIS GAMACHE, CYRUS S. BAILEY,
R. E. CHAMBBRLIN.
TRUANT OFFICERS,
ALBERT D. MELENDY, THEOPHILE DUFRESNE-
CITY MARSHAL'S REPORT.
City Marshal's Office,
Nashua, N. H., January 1,
:
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit the following report
of the Police Department of the city of Nashua for the year end-
ing Dec. 31,1882.
The force as now organized, consists of a Marshal, Assistant
Marshal and eight Watchmen, who are assigned as follows: The
Marshal and one Watchman are on duty in the day time, the
Assistant Marshal and seven Watchmen being assigned to night
duty.
There are also in addition to the regular force, thirty-five special
Policemen, from whom details are made for duty on public holidays
and on other occasions whenever their services are required.





















Noise and brawl, .
Obtaining money under false pi
Overdriving horses, .
Procuring girls for purpose of
{
Receiving stolen goods, .
Selling liquor.
Stubborn children, .






Paid fine and cost, .....
Sentence suspended by the court.
Complaints not sustained,
Furnished bonds to appear at court, .
Committed to the County House of Correction f
Wilton, . . . . .
Committed to the City House of Correction,
Committed to County Jail,
Committed to State Industrial School, ' .


























Permission to leave the city, .... 2
Escaped prisoners retnrnect, .... 6
Complaints placed on file, .... 28
Nol Pross'd, 6
Committed to County House of Correcton at
Manchester, ...... 4




Disturbance quelled without arrest, .
Dogs killed, ......
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners, .
Dangerous sidewalks reported, . . .
Dangerous streets reported,
Nuisances abated, .....
Fires extinguished without alarm,
Fires discovered and alarms given,
Intoxicated persons assisted home,
Lost children restored,
Dead bodies recovered,
Obstructions removed from streets.
Obstructions removed from sidewalks.
Stores found open and secured.
Stray teams put up,
PROPERTY STOLEN AND RETURNED.
Amount ot property reported stolen.
Amount of property recovered, ....
LODGERS.
Whole number of persons furnished with food and
lodgings during the year, . . . . •
FINANCIAL.
Apppropriation for City Watch, . . $5,500 00
Amount of pay roll of City Watch, . 5,429 50
Undrawn, ^70 50
Amount of fines and costs imposed by
the Police Justice, and paid in to the
City Treasurer, .... |2,1G0 69
Amount of Police pay roll and other ex-






















For itemized report of Police expenditures see city report.
There was a boat procured last summer, which is kept at the
police station, with grapples and ropes ready for use at a moment's
notice, in case of drowning accidents. This I consider important,
as the station is so near the river which runs through the centre
of the city, and from the fact that we have often been bothered
to get a suitable boat for immediate use when wanted.
The expense of the boat, together with some equipments for the
officers, mattresses, blankets, etc., is included in the "expense of
police department" for this year.
The amount of Police property on hand at ihe present time, as
per inventory in the hands of the City Marshal, is $350.00.
The following table shows the number of persons provided with
food and lodgings in each quarter during the years therein named.
1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882
First Quarter,
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There have been no incendiary fires during the year or burglar-
ies of any great magnitude, and I think the city has been very
quiet and orderly for a manutacturing city of its size.
There have been quite a number of cases of larceny reported,
but the larger pai't of the property stolen has been recovered, and
the rogues brought to justice, and I desire to express ray thanks
to the officers, each and all of them, for their courtesy and for the
prompt and cheerful manner in which they have ever responded
when called upon to perform a special duty. There are a great
many complaints listened to, advice given and trivial family and
neighborhood quarrels settled, which are not embodied in this re-
port. There are also cases, which require days and even weeks of
work, that may not result in anything, and which the public knows
nothing about.
We have assisted offiers from other places in numerous cases,
and have also received valuable assistance and favors from officers
in our neghboring cities, for which we are extremely grateful,
I would respectfully call your attention to the condition of the
basement of the City Hall occupied by the Police Department,
mention of which was made in my last annual report. More es-
pecially the watch room for the officers. The force having been
increased by two men in November last, and by the same number
the year before, the room which was always small, is now crowded,
and it is very desirable that they should have a more commodious,
convenient and suitable place; and I think such a room could be
fitted up in the south-west corner of the building at a small ex-
pense, and would be a great improvement over the present quarters.
The report of the Board of Health of whom the City Marshal
is chairman, may be seen elsewhere.
In closing I would express ray sincere regard to his Honor the
Mayor, and members of the City Government, and to the Judge
of the Police Court for their kindness and for valuable counsel and




REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Coimcils of Nashua:
The Board of Health hereby briefly reports upon matters which
have required attention during the past year.
The number of complaints entered by those who have been an-
noyed by nuisances of one kind or another have been astonishingly
laro-e, and we prophesy still more the coming year, unless the labors
of this board are supplemented by wise legislation, of which anon.
The Board has visited over two hundred leaky sewers, open sink
drains, poorly constructed vaults and other sources of anoyance
and disease during the past year.
It would give us great pleasure to report that in every instance
we caused an immediate improvement in the sanitary condition ef
affairs. But circumstances which we will briefly mention have in
some instances prevented us from doing our whole duty. In this
connection we will give landlords a passing criticism. Some of
them are not only ciminally neglegent in allowing all kinds of
nuisances to accumulate about their tenements, but are persistent
in their refusals to remove them after receiving notice so to do h-om
this Board. Now what can be done? A— is a wealthy landlord.
In all his dealings is considered honest; stands well in society;
may be quite a politician; owns a lot of tenements which are pos-
itively so filthy that real estate adjoning will not bring two thirds
value. We receive complaints and we complain, we send official
notices, etc., but all to no purpose*. Mr. A— gets under his social
. cloak, and rests contentedly, knowing that all the penalty we can
impose is a slight fine, and he is quite sure we would not arrest
him !
Now we ask for more authority. Give to the Board of Health
the right to vacate a tenement which in their opinion is unsuitable
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for occupancy. Then Mr. A— seeing his income curtailed wiU
consider the notices of this Board with some degree of respect,
and we shall be relieved of the necessity of treating respectable
citizens like pickpockets.
Sanitary science is fast bringing to light many of the hitherto
hidden causes of disease.
While we have neither time nor space in which to discuss them
we cannot close this report without urging upon the city councils
a more thorough study of the subject, with a view to improved
legislation. To this end we would like to consult a committee
from the city councils at their earliest convenience.
HEALTH OFFICEE.
The time will soon come when this city will need a Health
Officer with no care or responsibility but the work of the present
Board of Health. He should have a long term of office to guard
Against removal for personal or political reasons, and should be
paid a salary that is in keeping with the great responsibity of the
position.
All the Public Buildings of the city are in a wholesome con-
dition.
THE PEST HOUSE.
The Pest House has been newly shingled and is in better con-
dition than when last reported.
SEWERAGE.
There is still demand for sewers in various parts of the city and
we feel that too much can not be said in favor of extending
the system. The time ought to come when every house owner
could be forced to adopt this method of drainage.
Signed,
JAMES H. HUNT, ) Board
J. N. WOODWARD, M.D., } of
C. S. COLLINS, M. D , Sec, ) malih.
REPORT OF THE CITY PHYSICIAN.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Councils of Nashua r
Gentlemen:—There has been but one death among the city's
poor during the last year, Miss Emeline Dickerson, died of
paralysis having suffered from it for about five years; she had been
an inmate at the City Farm for about one year previous to her
death. The duties of the City Physician have not been so nu-
merous during the past year, as they were the two previous years,
the most of his duties being at the City Farm, The whole num-
ber of visits made to paupers at the City*Farm and about town, ^
are about two hundred. There have been two births among the
city poor the past year, one of the patients being confined at a
boarding house on the Jackson Corporation last summer; she was
removed as soon as possible to the City Farm and is there at the
present time.
The public schools have been comparatively free from any con-
tageous disease with one exception. During the fall term, many
of the scholars at the Palm street school were found to have con-
tracted the itch, a very disagreeable although not fatal disease.
The superintendent, Mr. Bent,immediatly informed the Board of
Health, when on examination it was found there were about thirty-
five cases among the children. They were immediatly sent to
their homes and furnished with ointment at the city's expense, and
after a few days, being fully recovered, they were allowed to re-
turn to school. The school teachers have kept a scrutinous lookout
of all their scholars and those not protected by vaccination were
either sent to the City Physician to be vaccinated, or made to
stay at home till vaccinated by some other physician. Many of
them were vaccinated at the expense of the city, and in this way
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we have escaped that most loathsome disease which has prevailed
to a great extent within a few miles of our city, and in the
future I would recommend that no child be allowed to attend
school who is not protected by vaccination. It is a matter of con-
gratulation that the improvements at the City Farm have been
such that the sick can have good comfortable rooms, well lighted
and heated in the Winter, and well cared for by the Superintend-
ent and Matron, who takes an interest in them and do everything
in their power to make it as pleasant and comfortable for them as
it is possible, and in this way our sick are as well cared for as they
could be in many of our modem hospitals. At present there is
no prevailing disease, measles are more or less prevalant and a few
cases of diptheiia. Scarlet and tyhpoid fevers have occured with




Nashna, N. H., January 31st, 1883.
REPORT OF THE CITY SOLICITOR.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City
of Nashua:
I have the honor to submit herewith ray rejDort as City Solicitor
for the past year.
John Harrod vs. Nashua.
Ti-ial before H. H. Huse, Esq., referee, judgment for the plain-
tiff for $100. damages and costs, at the May term, 1882. Total
amount paid, $129.66.
A. F. Long vs. Nashua.
Suit instituted by plaintiff to recover $5,000. damages, alleged
to have happened to him by reason of his having fallen on an icy
sidewalk and broke his leg at the corner of High and Washington
streets. Suit entered in Court at the May term, 1882, and a trial
had thereon at the next September term by the jury, judgment
for the defendant as a compromise verdict for $200. Total sum
paid, $260.
Hudson vs. Nashua.
Petition originally commenced by the authority of the plaintiff
town against Londonderry, Windham, Litchfield and Pelham, to
recover contribution towards rebuilding the easterly end and half
of the Taylor's Falls bridge, amended at the May term, 1882, so
as to include Nashua and referred to the County Commissioners.
The fact of the amendment being made known to the selectmen
of Hudson, the petition was immediately discontinued as to
Nashua.
Nashua db Loioell H. M. vs. Nashua.
Petition for abatement of taxes filed Oct. 30, 1882. The as-
sessors for the city, April, 1882, assessed the Franklin Opera
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House, Indian Head Bank Office, brick building adjoining the
bridge, store and land, Railroad square, coal sheds and land, and
Butterfield land adjoining land of Lund, all the property of the
plaintiif's railroad, but not used for railroad purposes, and claimed
to be taxable by the city. Plaintiffs claim that the same is with-
'
in the location of the railroad and not taxable by the city. Re-
served for the law term, at the January Court and continued.
Marcus P. Norton^ Trustee and Assignee in Trusty Benjamin
Richardson and Christopher C. Camphell, Assignee i7i Trust
for James Knibbs, vs. The City of Nashua.
Suit instituted the 18th of June, 1882, in the Circuit Court of
United States for the District of New Hampshire, by plaintiff
against the city, to recover $75,000 damages for an alleged in-
fringement of a patent valve granted to plaintiffs 24th of June,
1864, and extending to 24th of June, 1881, used in connection
with our steam fire engines, purchased of the Amoskeag Manuf'g
Co., respectively Sept. 5, 1867, July .30, 1870, and March 18, 1874.
The cities of Manchester, Concord, Dover and Portsmouth being
sued at the same time for the same cause of action, all combined
with the City of Nashua, for a united defense, and employed Geo.
L. Roberts & Bros,, of Boston, as patent lawyers, to assist in the
defense. Suits still pending with a fair prospect of success to the
cities,
Hudson vs. Nashua.
Petition entered by plaintiff town at the January terra, 1883,
to recover contribution towards the rebuilding of the easterly end
and half of the Taylor's Falls bridge. Reserved for the law term
and continued, upon questions of jurisdiction and want of good
faith on the part of plaintiff town in bringing this second petition
against Nashua.
Worcester & Nashua M. R. v. Nashua.
Appeal from the decision of the board of Mayor and Alder-
men, in laying out Eaton street from Hollis to Ledge streets.






TEUSTEES OF THE CITY LIBRARY.
To the Honorable City Councils:
Gentlemen:—A free public library where the people of both
sexes and all classes may have easy and constant access to a large
and well-stored treasury of the world's lore in literature, science
and art. is the crowning glory of that system of public education
which has been from her earliest history, the pride of New Eng-
land. The system of public instruction in our schools, excellent
as it is, closes with the period of early youth. The great work of
educating the people demands an agency which shall continue its
operation after the school days are over, and when the active
duties of mature age have been reached. To meet this demand,
the system of public libraries was inaugurated.
Nashua upon its organization as a city took measures for the
establishment of a public Library, providing a room and making
an annual appropriation for its maintain ance and improvement.
It has had and continues to have the services of a competent libra-
rian. Its advantages are universally recognized. Of late it has
received a larg^ and valuable addition of books in each of the
several departments of reading.
The room for the Library has for several years been too small
and very inconvenient. The need of more shelf room is a press-
ing necessity. More space for the newly purchased volumes is im-
peratively required.
The trustees, therefore, feel impelled to reiterate the request
that the City Government will examine the condition and wants
of this institution, and render such aid as its usefulness and stabil-
ity demand.
ALFRED M. NORTON, ) j^^. ^^.







Trustees of the Public Library.
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Virgil C. Gilman, Treasurer^ in account with Public Library.
Dr.
1882.








fines collected by Librarian,
cash Nancy P. Emerson, Ex., .
city semi-annual appropriation,
cash Nancy P. Em'^rson, Ex., .
cash Nancy P. Emerson, Ex., bal,
city semi-annual appropriation,














Nashua, N. H., Jan. 1st, 1883.
To the Trustees of the Public Library:
Since the report given Jan. 1, 1882, the Library has been open
for delivery of books two hundred and seventy-five days, during
which time thirty-two thousand and sixty books have been de-
livered, an average of about one hundred and eighteen each day.
Nuiiiber of new cards issued, ..... 262
Whole number issued.
Number of books belonging
Number donated, .
Worn out, . .







Amount of money collected as fines, . . . $60 50
Paid for postage, express and sundry expenses, . . 7 50
Balance paid to Treasurer. ..... 53 00
Respectfully submitted,





SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OITY OF NASHUA,
WITH THE
RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
CITY OF NASHUA.
In Boaed of Education, Jan. 25th, 1883.
The Superintendent presented the annual report for 1882.
Voted, io accept the report and to print the usual number of copies.
Attest: C. W. HOITT, CTerfc.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
OEGANIZATION, ] 882-83.
CORNELIUS V. DEARBORN, President.
CHARLES W. HO ITT, Clerk.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
For the Term ending 1SS3.
Charles W. Hoitt, Charles W. Stevens,
Charles Holman, Edward E, Parker.
For the Term ending 1884.
Joseph W. Howard, C. V. Dearborn,
Webster Hussey, George B. French.
For the Term ending 1885.
Jacob LeRoy, Benjamin Fletcher, Jr.,
James B. Fassett, Horace W. Oilman.
Superintendent of SchooU^ S. Arthur Bent.
Truant Officers.
Theophilus Dufresne, a. D. Melendy,
D, E. Kilbride.
Regular Meeting of School Board last Thursday Evening of
each month, at 7 1-2 o'clock.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Accounts mid Finance.—Messrfe. Holman, Gilman and Fletcher,
School Houses and Supplies.—Messrs. Howard, Fassett and
Stevens.
Text Books and Teachers.—Messrs. Hoitt, French, Parker,
Hussey and LeRoy.
Boundaries and Assignments.—Messrs. Stevens and Fletcher.
Music.—Messrs. Hussey and LeRoy.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
High School.—Messrs. Dearborn, Hoitt, French and Parker.
Mount Pleasant.—Messrs. Howard, Fassett and Fletcher.
Main Street.—Messrs Hussey, Holiuan and Gilman.
Balm and Mulberry Streets.—Messrs. Stevens and Hussey.
Harbor and JEdgeville.—Messrs. Parker and French.
Belvidere, Fast Pearl Street and Chandler Street.—Messrs.
Holman and LeRoy.
Surburhan Schools.—Messrs. Hoitt and Fletcher.
SUPERINTENDENT'S EEPORT.
Gentlemen of the Board of Education of the Oity of Washua :
I respectfully submit the report of the public schools of Nashua
for the year 1882.
The duty ot the Superintendent at this annual season, as defined
by the regulations of the Board, is two-fo'd. He is expected to
pi-esent a correct statement of the condition of the schools under
his care, and to mention any changes that may have occurred in
their organization or course of study. In addition to stating what
has been done during a year of school life, he will take a broader
view of his duties, if he makes such suggestions as to what should
be done in the future administration of the schools and in methods
of instruction as his experience and study of the subject may dic-
tate. As education becomes a science, so superintendence becomes
a profession. That there is a science of education, is as true as
that there is a science of mind. Such a science consists in the
application of correct principles to education, by which is meant
the application of the rules of mental- constitution and action to
intellectual development. As that development has its normal
course of progress, so pedagogy, or the science of teaching, seeks
to know what that course is, and by what means it may be best
carried on from stage to stage. The test then is not the number
pf years of trial but the correct fundamental principle. To know
that is the teacher's task, and it can never be applied too soon. It
is proper that there should be some uniform age of entrance to
school, and the completion of the fifth year is assumed as the
starting point of what is termed education. Education itself,
however, begins much sooner. What has gone before is prelimina-
ry, but it is no less education. Whether the stale shall under-
take it is not to be here argued. When the state hesitates, private
entei'prise may interpose itself, and when that may endanger a
spirit of caste, the state may be compelled to apply a uniform
system. The cause of education will then be the gainer, because
it will control the earliest mental footsteps.
In the practical application of all these principles which we
recognize by the name of pedagogy, and in all the changes which
consei-vative progression compels us to make in deference to the
teaching of this science, one great modern danger is to be provided
against, a danger to which the haste of American society particu-
larly exposes us in the school as elsewhere, the vice of superficial-
ity. Our classes pass rapidly from one grade to another; strange
as it may seem, there are many members of the community, who
would even abbreviate the course still more, if thereby parental
pride might point to rapidity rather than thoroughness of execu-
tion. As our teachers visit corresponding classes in other cities,
they are struck by the immaturity of our own children. It shows
itself not merely in the personal aspect of scholars but in their
recitations. The younger a scholar is the more dependent he will
be upon the text book; but then again, the more dependent he is
upon the printed text, the less able is he to make real the subject
matter, the less complete are his answers, the less grammatical and
well-rounded his sentences. If he has learned the words of the
book the sentences he recites strike the ear as hollow and misun-
derstood, or not understood at all; if he has forgotten the words
of the book, there is nothing that he can draw from his own men-
tal equipment to take their place. Moreover, the school year is
so short that there is but little time for frequent reviews. The
same amount of work is expected of classes as when the school
year consisted of forty weeks, with a six hours' daily session. To
accomplish this programme, in other words, to go over the ground
so as to be prepared for examination upon a required number of
pages or subjects, necessitates a hurried and superficial study, and
deprives classes at the beginning of a new term of the review,
which is beneficial, in fact indispensable. Rapidity of promotion
and a short school year are grave obstacles to the proper perform-
ance of school duties. That the efforts of teachers are directed
to supply a recognized deficiency in this respect will be noticed
in tlie report upon the departmental system; but in spite of that
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I am obliged to say with the utmost possible distinctness that the
present school year is too short to accomplish the required pro-
gramme in a study like arithmetic, and that the Board will be
called upon to decide whether certain topics of that branch shall
be abandoned, or whether the number of weeks of the school
year shall be increased.
Four years ago certain changes were made in the methods em-
ployed in the lowest classes. They have been followed by equally
radical changes in higher grades. The scholars, who four years
ago were subjected to the influence of these improved methods,
have now entered higher departments, carrying with them a fuller
development, and a better preparation for a broader range of study.
We are now in a situation to apply the only fair test to systems of
public education, the test of experience. Whatever may be
affirmed of any system by a priori reasoning must submit to
the crucial test of the school room. If it stands that test suc-
cessfully, it has won its place fn the public esteem, not because it
was inherently good, but because it was found to accomplish what
its friends claimed that upon fair trial it would perform. I cannot
be thought to misrepresent our primary teachers, when I disclaim
any wish on their part to return to methods in vogue four years
ago. That those methods were faulty is not to be laid at the
door of teachers, supeiintendents, or committees of that time.
They taught by systems then approved, but these very same teach-
ers would not now resort to them. It would be very difficult for
them, and of course impossible for those of more recent appoint-
ment, to put themselves back into the routine of that now almost
forgotten period. The teacher works much harder now, but she
is glad to work. Her task inspires her, as her method inspires
her class. She must be a dull teacher who cannot thus inspire her
scholars when from their very mental orizanization they are eager
to learn. They will be all the time learning; what they learn, and
how they learn it, depends upon the place in which their instruc-
tion is imparted. They are learning in the street, but it may be
vice. They are learning just as readily at school, and it will be
all the wisdom, and good manners, and cleanliness and morality
that the teacher herself voluntarily or involuntarily sheds upon
her class like a sweet influence. Woe to her when the influence
she exerts is not on the side of good manners and a sound moral-
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ity ! Can a teacher be too particular how her own words and acts
strike on the vibrating membrane of a child's understanding ?
Who can measure the eternity of such vibrations ?
It is not now a question whether a child learns more or less than
formerly within a given time. It is rather, are not present methods
better adapted to the child as we find him on his entrance to school
life ? Do they not better prepare him to grasp intelligently the
duties that lie beyond the three or four years he is to give to pri-
mary school work? In a word, are not new methods more reason-
able than old ones ? Does any teacher, for instance, now maintain
that the multiplication table exj^resses the summation of mathe-
matical knowledge a child of this grade is capable of acquiring?
When you ask him how many threes there are in /3, have you not
opened a field to which no one had directed his spy-glass until a
modern Galileo bi ought it into view and trnced it on a Grube's
card? The entire fault of a system under which successive gene-
rations of school children have been allowed to grope their way,
is illustrated by a collection of twelve multiples of numbers not
exceeding twelve. 3x12 'formed an idea he could grasp; 3x13
could wait for a more convenient season up stairs. The formula
3x12 fixed itself in his mind with the tenacity of a vice, but its
converse, how many threes in 37, would have fallen upon his ear
with the strangeness of an unknown tongue. The multiplication
table tells mathematical truth;' it does not tell all the truth. In
this particular, newer methods not only present facts more reason-
ably, but with greater comprehension. They present greater
combinations; they reverse operations, instead of leaving that re-
versal to follow at some future and unknown period. The scholar
takes a primer and he is told that certain combinations of charac-
ters called letters spell the words before him. He is also told that
he can spell the words. Confused by a double use of terms he
does not understand, he later finds that the system by which he
learned to read was based upon an untruth and taught by an ab-
surdity. It is more reasonable to add certain names to the ideas
he had gained before entering school, to present to him those names
in as many different forms as possible, and then take advantage of
that extraordinary facility of imitation by making him at six a bet-
ter penman than his parents.
The great need which those must admit who are to take in hand.
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the child on his entrance to school is such a knowledge of youth
itself as will present at once the greatest possible mental develop-
ment in spite of its inevitable restrictions. Under the old system
which depended entirely upon a text book, and left nothing to the
teacher, the teacher and her scholar was each a machine. It was
the sanije in all grades. To-morrow you will take from page 40 to
page 50, was the only original remark which the old-fashioned
teacher was required to make during the school-day. It was the
same programme wherever you found her. She heard the child of
live years of age say his letters, then read his lesson, the only words
which he was called upon to define being printed at the top to-
gether with the definitions, which were if anything blinder than
the words themselves ; he then spelled some words he had learned
but did not comprehend, recited some answers to geography, or his-
tory, the questions being given at the bottom of the page or at the
end of the book. Unless he wished to pursue higher branches, he
was by this time pronounced ready for the "battle of life," in which
he speedily became worsted. The child knew nothing but what his
book told him, and his teacher knew but little more, how much or
how little the scholar often discovered by a few skilful questions.
This has sometimes been called the "district system." It has en-
trenched itself behind the prejudices and the cupidity of those
sub-divisions of towns which claim the hitherto undisputed right
of letting their children grow up as ignorant as their predecessors,
so that not one of them can speak or write a correct English sen-
tence. The new methods, which find their strongest opponents
among the supporters of the good old times, depend for success
upon what the teacher knows of the child, of his capabilities and
limitations, of what belongs to his instruction at any particular
time, and how it may be most naturally and reasonably and there-
fore successfully imparted. The teacher must study the necessities
of her class and not those of some other school a mile away, for
it is likely that she will find use for some original methods, which
could not be applicable elsewhere. The primai-y teacher is a close
and constant student of human nature, else she is nothing. Xot
only is her task the most interesting, but it is the most important
committed to the instructors of youth. The children of a com-
munity, and then its citizens', will largely be what the primary
teachers of that community make them. The responfeibility rest-
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ing upon her is not exceeded by that of any other teacher or de"
partment, because her influence is unlimited. Higher classes learn
to use their own judgment, to express their own opinions, to bring
into action their own individuality. The primary scholar
trusts his teacher as implicitly as his parent. The old theory
that anybody can teach a primary school was put into the
limbo of exploded notions when old systems were buried under
the ruins of the brick school house of the cross-roads. Teachers,
as well as committees and superintendents, must recognize new re-
sponsibilities and be awake to the performance of new duties. It
will be the most brilliant triumph of new ideas, if by their suffu-
sion and acknowledged superiority the district system can be made
to give way to a centralized authority, independent in its action,
and free from the incubus of private interests. In this way, and
perhaps in no other, will the educational department of New
Hampshire receive such a vitalizing impetus, as may save it before
it is too late from the lethargy which precedes death.
It is a pleasant duty to attest the sincere devotion of our pri-
mary teachers to the new duties which they were eager to impose
upon themselves. No reactionary doubt^ and discouragements
have blunted the sharp edge of their enthusiasm. Their visits to
other schools, like those of all our teachers, are made with the sole
purpose of improving their own, of receiving new ideas, or of
confirming those they already hold. They stand on the lowest
round of our educational ladder, if judged, not by what is ex-
pected of them, but by what they receive. Those who hope to
rise after a probationary period to higher positions may accept
without a murmur the salary attached to the grade in which they
-were first placed. But what shall be said of those who are con-
tent to do work in their original positions for which long expe-
rience has made them indispensable, so that their places could ill
be filled by younger candidates? Now that the hours of the
daily sessions are alike in all the schools, why should there be a
difference in the salary of different grades, all of which require
equally important, if varying, gifts? We lose yearly some teacher
who is not bound to us by local ties, and who finds it for her in-
terest to leave us. Her place is immediately occupied, but it is
not always filled. The discrepancy between the salaries of teach-
ers of classes below the High School is undoubtedly due to the
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influence of that old fallacy, that to teach a primary school, or, in
the popular jargon of the day, to teach children their letters, de-
manded less ability, tact, and learning than was required to make
a successful instructor of grammar schools. Another great result
of the introduction of the teacher's own individuality into her
daily work is the elevation of the idea of her influence and im-
portance.
It will be a great mistake for any one engaged in education to
become so wedded to a particular form or system that he cannot,
either by his own initiative or by the advice of others abandon
what seems inapplicable, or modify what experience shows to need
partial rectification. How many teachers go into school with
elaborate schemes of government, for instance, which half an
hour's actual contact with a class throws to the wind ! Any sys-
tem of education must be largely empirical. It must adapt itself to
the times and to the peculiar wants which an age of intellectual
activity presents. To meet those wants, and to be prepared for
the solution of daily problems, teachers can hardly read too much
of the constantly increasing literature of pedagogy. Our libraries
should not only contain books of reference, but works of moral
and mental philosophy, and standard writings upon psychology
and pedagogy. In this way teachers may escape the evil influ-
ence of theories which are not based upon psychological truth.
A primary teacher may be told, the statement is certainly often
made, that if a scholar writes his words correctly from dictation,
he will always thereafter spell them correctly, because an incor-
rect spelling will never occur to him. A grammar teacher will
hear it said that if scholars write correct sentences from the
model ol a language book, their spoken sentences in the school-
room, at home, or in the street, will be neatly labeled specimens
of correct English. For one reason or another, our teachers find
that these theoretic statements do not stand the test of practice;
they must therefore modify their method of instruction accordingly.
Some scholars learn only by taxing their memories with isolated
facts, others grasp the central thought, and weave around that an
original construction. The peculiarities of individual organiza-
tion must be recognized by every teacher who hopes to become a
proficient in her own profession. Broad, general truths must cer-
tainly be admitted, as : that which is learned memoriter is not
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likely to be understood ; it may, however, happen that a scholar
learns a fact in one class, the cause of which he discovers in an-
other. Otherwise the sections of a text-book in astronomy relat-
ing to the cause of the motions of the earth should properly be
taught in a class which finds for the first time in a primary geog-
raphy the fact that the earth has two motions.
The experiment of adopting the so-called departmental system
in grammar schools calls for the verdict of one year's trial. Va-
rious reasons were originally given to show that such a system
ought to succeed in these as in higher grades. That it should
succeed was not to be the test of professional reputation, while
its abandonment would only provoke regret that theory in this
respect could not be wedded to practice. The adoption of such
a system was one of the means employed to elevate ovir standard
of education. Such an elevation it was claimed would result
from throwing aside the trammels which of old time bound teach-
ers within too narrow limits. Those limits were stated to be an
exclusive use of the text-book, and its literal application, whether
of formula,, text, or method. The proper aim of school super-
vision is to make the teacher self-reliant. By devoting her entire
time to a particular study, the teacher frees herself from the
shackles of the text-book, and consequently frees her class, for
the class cannot free itself from what still binds the teacher. We
reach the class through the teacher. A narrow teacher dwarfs a
class in their mental development as ceitainly as a Chinaman's
ligatures or the board of a Flathead Indian dwarfs and malforms
the feet or the heads of their offspring. The benefit of the system
which was thus advocated on a j^^'iori grounds is found not to
have been exaggerated. It was already in successful use in the
high school, where it was found that a class which was for three
years under the instruction of one competent teacher, in a study,
for instance, like Latin, showed an immense superiority in thor-
oughness and precision of knowledge over classes whose teachers
changed with the revolving moons, and whose methods showed
an equally regular periodicity. We are in these higher grades
demonstrating the advantages of changes made three and four
years ago. If at this particular moment classes are appearing
whose recitations give forth an uncertain sound representing vague
and undefined ideas, if their average intelligence is low, their
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class habits slovenly, their hand-writing unformed and slipshod,
their reading indistinct and unilluraiuated by an intellectual ap-
preciation of thought and sentiment, then let us burn our refer-
ence books, snatch the pencil from fingers trained to it almost
from infancy, throw away our supplementary readers and banish
sight-reading from our schools, cut up the moulding-boards into
kindling wood, and reinstate the teacher in her single room to
drone through the weary hours from which all the oxygen of life
has been exhausted.
It is not necessary. Only those who know nothing of our
schools as at present taught would deny their manifold expansion.
Let us first illustrate the change in the method of teaching by a
high school study, Civil Government, not an unimportant subject,
when once in four years each political party nominates for pres-
idental electors men constitutionally ineligible ; a study belonging
in a rudimentary manner to political geography, and taught suc-
cessfully to such an extent in grammar schools. Our expert in
this branch finds time to supplement the text book in directions
which show the teacher's research and the inability of even the
best book to contain all available knowledge. Thus under the
rights of the citizen, one of which is the right of personal secur-
ity, we have in this class considered the laws concerning public
travel, and their enforcement, all means of warning and preser-
vation by- signals and otherwise on railways, life preservers and
boats on vessels at sea or inland waters, and on highways by po-
lice regulations. The safeguards of private reputation suggest
the statutes by which slander and libel may be punished and the
difference between these attacks upon the individual. Passing
then to government a comparison will be made between despotic
and republican forms in the security given to the rights of the sub-
ject or citizen, in punishing attacks upon domestic and private
rights, and in matters of free discussion, the ballot, representative
and constitutional forms of government as contrasted with systems
from which they are excluded. In the text book the duties of
state officers are described in general terms, but a teacher who has
learned to look beyond the covers will see how New Hampshire
differs from other states in the number of elective officers, and
will notice what ofiicials found in other states are unknown to our
constitution, will teach the titles and describe the qualifications
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and duties of those to whom the control of government is en-
trusted. The qualifications of voters differ in different states, and
the application of tax laws to the right of franchise varies. No
general text book can be expected to teach New Hampshire boys
under what circumstances they will soon exercise the political
rights of manhood. They studied in a grammar school the usual
methods of determining the rate of taxation by reference to the
wealth of the community and the sum required; it is but right
that in a higher grade they should understand the principles upon
which taxation rests, and the methods by which property available
for taxation is discovered. The enforcement of law depends in
the last resort upon the military strength of the state, and the en-
joyment of the rights of persons and property, as well as the ex-
istence of the state itself, may be determined at some critical
moment by the application of force. It is a matter of personal
interest to the New Hampshire boy, whether or not he will be
called upon for compulsory military service, how the militia is or-
ganized, at what times and for what periods it is called out. The
administration of justice likewise cannot, sooner or later, escape
his notice, and he will now learn how it is administered in New
Hampshire, the qualifications of jurors, the duties of sheriffs,
clerks of courts, of justices of the peace. Five years ago, how
many members of the high school, in fact of the community,
could define the duties of county commissioners, even if they
knew of the existence of such officers, or of the different members
of the city government? It will be seen by thus alluding to the
work done in one class that the statutes of New Hampshire are
brought into the schoolroom, and made to supplement the text
book in a study than which none comes nearer to the citizen and
tax payer. But the visitor from the cross-roads objects that we
are turning the high school into a law school ; not so,—our boys
will be voters without in most cases going to college, and law
makers eventually, without being lawyers; they are now applying
the answer of the ancient sage to the question what boys should
study at school : "To become the citizens of a well governed
state."
Let us now descend to the grammar school and see how the de-
partmental system enables teachers to expand the methods hither-
to in use, or introduce broader and fresher ones. We will begin
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with geography. It is taught, as all such subjects should be
taught, topically ; the school geography is used as a book of refer-
ence rather than as a text-book. The teacher instructs, the
scholars also discover truth for themselves ; the book is a back-
ground ; it is rot neglected, but it is the scaffolding, not the struc-
ture, as formerly. As our information is derived from all possible
sources, much of it is written down by the scholar from dicta-
tion. This assists two other departments, language and penman-
ship. In further notice of the influence of this method upon lan-
guage, enter the school-room when the class is called upon to re-
cite. Four scholars step to the walJ-map. The country under
consideration is Europe. It will first be taken as a whole, and
regarded absolutely, in its latitude and longitude, and relatively,
in its position towards other continents. You will notice that the
facts which the scholar will give must have been carefully studied,
because his statements are not brought out by the teacher's
questions. They are, on the other hand, well-defined and accu-
rately expressed statements of facts, illustrated by the pointer
which follows on the map the scholar's words. We find here a
third advantage over ancient methods in the employment of the
power of association. Our normal school graduate who comes to
us with some knowledge of psychology will tell us that fpr the
minds of youth this power is a greater force than memory. Mere
memory has been tried and has failed. It hardly survives the
wear and tear of a long vacation. The child's mind is like a vine.,,
it seeks to cling to something, and thus to climb ; association k'-
the trellis around which it winds itself and thrives. Map-dravviag;
employs this power; map-moulding depends upon it for its reason-
ableness ; recitations from maps alone make the study of geog-
raphy in these grades anything but a mental torture. Let us con-
tinue our study of Europe. The globe is prepared for man by ad-
vantages of climate, which depend upon position, currents, winds,
and features of natural configuration ; iu a less degree, and more
localized, upon its indentations of coast, its drainage, water-
courses, etc. These will be first considered and recited from the
map before political and commercial relations are introduced.
Much of this physical study should be relative and comparative.
Comparison, indeed, furnishes us with the best idea of size, length,
height, etc. Fix a unit in one neighborhood, or on our own con-
B
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tinent ; then judge of all other individual by comparison with
this standard. Knowledge so derived is worth more than mere
dexterity in numbers unassisted by the power of association. If
a new river like the Congo is brought to light by some intrepid
traveller, or explored to lengths hitherto " measureless to man," it
is of minor importance that it winds through 2500 rather than
2000 miles of the dark continent, because such a difference may
be due merely to some cause of local configuration ; it would give
us a much more graphic and permanent idea to know that its
volume is twenty times that of the Merrimac, one-half that of
the Mississippi, or equal to the mighty mass which for hundreds
of miles at sea preserves the integrity, if not the name, of the
Amazon. We may now pass to the productions of Europe.
These depend upon soil and climate, and man is governed in his
habits and physical constitution by influences of climate and food.
We are then ready to consider man, the occupant of this conti-
nent, engaged in the country in his original occupation of agricul-
ture, as controlled by the local considerations which give variety
to a continent extending from the tropics almost to the poles ; in
<cities we find him directing commerce through its myriad chan-
nels, or expending the wealth it brings him in the useful and orna-
mental arts, [t is not enough to be able to repeat the capitals of
Europe ; our scholar should know why Paris is more important
than Madrid, or Berlin superior to Copenhagen. It will be well
for him to know the population of some of the largest cities, and
to understand why Hamburg and Manchester may be great with-
out being capitals. He will then be told something of the changes
which cities and countries experience; why Florence and Naples
are subordinated to Home, and why Frankfort has fallen somewhat
from its high estate. The books of reference will be turned over
for interesting facts of history, or for curious domestic or social
customs, perhaps under the stimulus of extra credits, and the
teacher will keep pace with modern map-making, and dismember
the Turkish empire with the skill of a diplomat at the Berlin
Congress. By tliis time Europe will be something more than " a
geogrnpliical expression ; " it will become a living reality to schol-
ars who may never see it, but who can behold even now in their
mind's eye the sun rise over Mt. Blanc, or set upon the shadowy
outlines of the Bay of Naples, can people St, Peter's with the
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worshippers of a hundred nations, or bury a Czar amid an empire's
lamentations.
Geography is not the only study where the time which a teacher
devotes to one subject exclusively prepares her better for her
work, and improves her methods of instruction. History also be-
comes topical, and shakes itself from the trammels of a text-book.
Large works, such as Bryant's History of the United States, give
a much better idea of the early and prehistoric character of the
country than can be obtained Irom the class manual. The latest
discoveries in regard to Scandinavian voyagers, or Western
mound builders, or the mysterious people who raised in the lower
parts of the continent structures whose very ruins are imposing,
the development of our own heterogeneous population, and the
connection between events here and their European causes, are
brought into stronger relief in such volumes. Our teachers in
these two branches consult all the modern text-books, and from
various sources complete the scholar's written work. The teacher
in history sees that accounts of battles, or of the intricate strate-
gical movements of campaigns, are absolutely worthless unless
accompanied by maps of the sections of country concerned. These
are often drawn by the teacher, and the sites of important move-
ments or actions are located by the scholar. Here also his powers
of association and combination are exercised, and by making ab-
stracts of one or several days' lessons he carries in his mind a con-
nected history of any particular period or event, or series of events.
The teacher will in the earlier stages of the study draw out the dif-
erences between the first settlers of the various parts of the coun-
try, contrast the men of Massachusetts with those of Virginia or
South Carolina, and notice the principles which they severally
represented, and which found expression in their constitutions,
laws, and social organization. When so philosophical a method of
teaching history is contrasted with the old system of single ques-
tion and answers, the answer being a committal of words without
ideas, of isolated fa?.ts without connection or the comparison of
dates, we may thank the opportunity which has been afforded by
the departmental system.
It is also true that in the study of physiology, not the least im-
portant subject of a grammar grade, the topical method and the
use of various text-books have their advantages over the old-
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fashioned question and answer, the questions being neatly ar-
ranged in the back of the book, so that by a dexterous use of the
forefinger teachers may be spared the labor ot forming their own
questions, or even of knowing anything upon a subject from which
indeed some of them seem to shrink. Here the intelligent in-
structor will encourage her pupils to make use of other books
than the very imperfect one they were obliged to buy, provided
that they give assurance of fidelity by communicating some fact
which they find in such independent study. She will then see
that whatever she presents to the class as the fruit of her own
knowledge and study, they themselves reproduce in proper form
by oral or written exercise. The topics wherein a scientific treat-
ment would make but a slight impression she enforces by practi-
cal questions, largely upon Hygiene. In the monthly written re-
views particular attention is given to practical subjects as res-
piration and ventilation, to digestion and the causes of indiges-
tion, to the amount, character and necessary changes of clothing,
to tight dressing, stooping, the best forms of exercise and the
danger attending neglei-t of it. While studying the osseous
system the class will inspect and become familiar with the bones
of the human system by specimens upon the desk, and will illus-
trate the use and functions of the organs of the body, where pos-
sible, by comparing them with the corresponding organs of some
lower animal. The physiological charts are always used as maps,
and scholars point out on them the location of bones and organs,
and trace the operation of the systems of digestion and circula-
tion.
The use of the departmental method is not to be confined to
the studies for which text-books are provided as means of recita-
tion. Singing, drawing, writing, reading, may all share the ad-
vantages of expert instruction. Nor need grammar and high
schools monopolize their benefits. Any schools, except the lowest
primary grades, where two or three studies are taught by more
than one teacher, may employ what it is to be hoped will be the
method of the future, and that a near future. It improves the
centralized form of school organization, just as that is an advance
upon ungraded district schools. It allows a teacher to see that
a proper uniformity is given to any branch, so that, as in writing,
a method of penmanship begun in lower grades may be carried
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<evenly through all. It encourages self-respect among scholars,
who learu to sit decently and in order even when the teacher's
eye is for a moment removed from them, and it provides " ample
room and verge enough " for those newer and wider methods of
treatment which are now thoroughly acclimatized among us.
The law in relation to the employment of children in manu-
facturing corporations, as amended by the last state legislature,
has been in operation one year. It is my duty to report to the
Board in what manner it has been enforced, and how in my judg-
ment, it meets the requirements of this particular community.
Laws, it is unnecessary to say, are enacted for the general good,
without reference to individual classes or corporations. What
benefits the greatest number is supposed to benefit the state,
which cannot regard individual cases either in the enactment or
the enforcement of laws. In my last report I spoke of the mani-
fest intent of all legislation limiting the control of capital over
labor , and pointed out in what respects we were or were not able
to properly enforce this particular enactment. We can now ap-
ply the test of one year's experience to it. If it is practically ef-
ficient, it should remain upon the statute-book ; if, either from its
provisions, or from the peculiar circumstances of this city, it is
shown to be inoperative, it is proper to ask the legislature to so
amend it as to improve it in the particulars in which it is found to
be faulty, because the experience of this city will probably be the
same as that of other manufacturing centres.
It may not be out of place to again mention the terras of the
statute as amended :
" No child under sixteen years of age shall be employed in any
manufacturing establishment unless he has attended some public
,
school or private day school where the common school branches
are taught, at least twelve weeks during the year preceding. No
child under said age shall be so employed unless he can write
legibly or read fluently in a third reader. No child under fourteen
shall be so employed unless he has attended school at least six
months during the year preceding. No child under twelve shall
be so employed unless he has attended school during the whole
time it was kept during the year preceding."
In compliance with the above requirements free evening schools
were maintained in this city during six months of last year, and
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were attended by more than 350 pupils, who received certificates
on the completion of the necessary attendance. Of the schools
themselves no unfavorable criticism can be made. They have per-
formed, and are still performing the difficult task before them
with gratifying success. That is seen by the fact that the schol-
ars were in a more advanced state this fall, and demanded books
of a higher grade than ever before. Each succeeding year gives
us a better insight into the peculiar needs of schools of this char-
acter. It is impossibl-e to teach exactly the same branches, or to
teach them in exactly the same way as in day schools. Instead
of using reading books above the third, it is found best to intro-
duce a history of the United States, by which something may be
learned as well as read. Different methods, always inclining to
the practical side, of teaching arithmetic, are advantageously pur-
sued. Writing has been made a more prominent feature, and a
number of youth above the required age have set the younger
classes a good example by their industry and regularity.
There are respects, however, where the law cannot propei'ly be
enforced in this community, and others where it will be evaded
with quite general impunity. In the first place it is impi acticable
to insist upon three months' schooling after fourteen years of a^e.
This law, applying to the children of all citizens, and not to those
of any particular class or nationality, compels iu effect a child to
attend school two years, or parts thereof, after he has finished a
grammar course, but he is allowed no opportunity of pursuing
studies beyond that course. This is a fault of the law itself, which
becomes unjust and unequal in its operation. The dull, backward
scholars are kept in school, while others more fortunate in their
earlier years, either do not attend at all, or find nothing to prop-
erly occupy them. Were the city to provide one large room in a
central locality where studies properly called commercial could be
pursued,, it would be well attended, and would satisfy the require-
ments of the law much better than is now possible.
It is unfortunate when expressions are used in laws which re-
quire definition, or which are vague and liable to uncertain appli-
cation. "To read fluently," which is required of all children un-
der sixteen, is such an expression. Many of the French children
in our mills and evening schools will never read an English book
fluently, as that word is generally uniersLood, no matter how long
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or faithfully they study. Had this provision of the law been rig-
idly enforced at the conclusion of last year's evening schools, a
great number of children would have been turned into the street?
who were over fourteen, but who could not have found seats in the
day schools owing to their crowded state, during the spring terra
of 1882, Accordingly, certificates were given to those who had
attended scho d during the required time, and they were allowed
to remain at work. The law has been fa-thfully executed in re-
gard to time, and will be in other respects when it can be done
without injustice to those whom it is intended to benefit.
In another respect the law is in danger of serious evasion. It
is found in the claim of parents that their children have reached
a certain age, always in view of some exemption from the obliga-
tions of the statute. Upon whom in such cases does the burden of
proof lie ? If upon those who assert that the child is still liable to
school attendance, it will be impossible to enforce the law, as it
will be practically impossible to show how old any particular child
may be. When parents understand that twelve, fourteen and six-
teen are magic numbers, releasing their children from certain re-
strictions in regard to attendance upon school, we find that chil-
dren in Nashua grow old with amazing rapidity, and although it
may be impossible "by taking thought to add one cubit to one's
stature," it has become possible by taking thought to add two years
to a child's age in the course of one forenoon. It may therefore
be asserted that a complicated law providing for three classes of
scholars, aftording opportunities for false statements by parents,
and containing provisions of literary ability which may be liable
to misconstruction, will only be enforced at the pleasure of the
scholar or his parent, and accordingly practically inoperative. If
it were now strictly enforced, not one half of those employed in
manufacturing establishments would remain there a day, and not
one half of those who might be discharged could be accommo-
dated in day schools. In place of so cumbrous an enactment I
am prepared to advocate the passage of a simple law of the fol-
lowing tenor: After such a date no child under sixteen years of
age shall be admitted to work in any manufacturing establishment
(those employed at such date to be allowed to remain) who does
not present a certificate of having completed in a public day
school the study of common fractions. Such a law would make
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knowledge the test of admission and not age, and knowledge of
a more practical character than is provided for by the present
statute^ Such a law would send a scholar beyond the third
reader, and give him, besides, a knowledge of the fundamental rules
of arithmetic and of fractions, a general idea of geography and
language, and would have taught him to write afar more " legible "
hand than he would ever gain by the present enactment, because
to reach this rank he must have remained continuously at school,
throughout the primary and middle grades, and one class of the
grammar schools. French children who speak nothing but their
native tongue at home can only be Americanized by being com--
pelled to attend a day school as many years as would be required
by such a law. Such children, whose name alone indicates a for-
eign origin, often come to my office on errands. By the time
they enter a grammar school, or pass one year in it, all distinctions
of race are obliterated.
Such a law would work no inconvenience to manufacturing cor-
porations. On the contrary, overseers would be spared the domi-
ciliary visits of superintendent, city marshal, or truant officer
;
they would be harassed by no perplexities of certificates, no con-
fusion of names or conflicting statements of age ; the places of
those they lose from time to time would be filled by children av-
ei'aging above twelve years of age, and sufficiently educated
to make their way in life from that point ; the city would be
spared the expense of evening schools, and the community would
be endowed with better material of citizenship. The class of our
population which comes here to gain for a few months or years a
miserable livelihood from the earnings of childhood would give
way to an element able to remain long enough to educate their
children by a continuous school life of six or seven years.
The attendance at the evening schools during the month of
January is as follows :
Oirls. Boys. Total.
Palm street, 64 127 191
O'Donuell, 44 67 111
Harbor, 11 33 44
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Whole number of girls, 119
" " " boys, 227
Total, 346
Number between 12 and 14, 215.
14 and 16, 110.
" over 16, 21.
The following teachers are employed :
Palm street.—John A. Hoitt, principal; Ida M. Hoyt, Alice M.
Allen, Minnie S. Flanders, Harriet Reed, Lizzie Sullivan, Delia
Carey, Eva J. Wheeler, Cora B. Wheeler, assistants.
O'Donnell.—William O. Clough, principal ; Minnie M. Dane,
M. Ella Wright, Mary E. Thompson, Carrie E. Mitchell, Carrie C.
Barkei-, assistants.
Harbor.—James B. Crowley, principal ; Jennie L, Newton, as-
sistant.
The amount of money expended during the year 1882 for pub-
lic schools was 135,521.46, A detailed statement will be found
in its proper place in the city report. The increase of expendi-
ture has not been out of proportion to the increased number of
scholars. The largest number present in day schools during any
month of last year was 2,180 ; the largest number in 1878 was
1,704. The largest average attendance last year was 1,924; in
1878, 1,620. The whole number of enrolled scholars last year, in-
cluding those attending night schools, was 2,755. As there were
no evening schools in 1878 the total gain in enrollment is 1,051,
or nearly 40 per cent. The increased school attendance is far in
proportionate excess over the increased population of the city.
The gain in the facilities of education, and in the number enjoy-
ing it is incommensurable in dollars and cents of money ex-
pended, and constitutes not the least important item in the admin-
istration of public schools during recent years.
It is gratifying to understand that during the current year the
city will undertake what is beyondthe powers of the Board by
erecting a suitable school-house in the sixth suburban district, on
the Amherst road. Not merely is the present building too small
for the number of scholars, but it is in other respects unfit for
further use. The means of lighting the rooms where evening
schools are held are insufficient. Operatives in attendance upon
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them are excused every year on account of injuries to the eyes
caused by dimly-lighted lamps. The use of reflectors is but an
awkward makeshift. Had the Board known the liberal terms upon
which gas could have been introduced last fall, it would have
doubtless found it more economical to then incur the compara-
tively slight expense of fixtures. The narrow escape of our largest
wooden school-house from serious injury by fire this term shows
how important it is that they all be supplied with water. Two
years ago measurements were made by a committee of the city
council for this purpose, but without further action. Most of
these buildings are in the thickly settled parts of the city. Those
at the Harbor (where the well is generally dry), Palm and Mul-
berry streets and Belvidere, should be provided with water before
the beginning of the next school-year.
The constant care taken to maintain the philosophical and chem-
ical apparatus of the High School is not without its reward, al-
though it is done so unostentatiously that its own share in good
results might be overlooked. That physical science cannot be
properly taught without the means of illustration and experiment
was recognized in the equipment of the present building, and
claims its part in the gratitude of all those who have been the re-
cipients of high school education. To the manner in which these
means of experiment and instruction are employed by teachers,
and enjoyed by successive classes in constantly widening oppor-
tunities of research is largely due the position which this school
holds in local and general estimation. That it be maintained and
supported by careful and judicious expenditure will be demanded
by the enlightened public sentiment of the community. If there
remains any field unexplored to which the attention of the Board
might be properly invited, it would seem to be in the direction of
astronomical study. The great attention now paid to scientific
investigation of all kinds makes many things which were luxuries
even twenty years ago necessary articles now of school furniture,
and with increased demand the prices at which such apparatus
can be procured place them within the reach of quite moderat*
ambitions. It would hardly be believed that while chemistry and
natural philosophy have their claims allowed, astronomy, with its
gaze reaching into the infinite, has no optic glass by which that
gaze can pierce "far as the eolar walk or milky way." Is not our
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attention called to present needs when some great sidereal event
brings thousands to watch the heavens at midday, and when in-
dividuals vie with governments in directing to one slowly-moving
spot the observatories of the world ? If a sum less than three
hundred dollars would throw upon the text-book on astronomy
the light which oar laboratories pour on other physical sciences*
it would seem as if a combination of public and private liberality




Nashua, January 24, 1883.
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The following table shows the school attendance during the
year 1882:






The following is the order of the graduating exercises of the class of 1882,
held in the high school hall, June 30, 1882:
SALUTATORY Bertha Letitia Koblnson.
OBATION^, 3Ir. Blaine's South American Policy Frank Everett Kittredge.
ESSAY * Sir Roger de Coverley Effie Frances McLaren
.
ORATION, Troy—Its Legends and History Henry Onslow Smith.
ESSAY, The Influence of Climate upon Character Carrie Celestia Barker.
ORATION, Skilled and Unskilled Labor Willis Albert Shedd.
ESSAY, The Sunflower and the Lily Grace Lillian Wallace.
ORATION, The Living Dead Charles Hadley Morae.
ESSAY, Longfellow Mary Elizabeth Thompson.
ORATION, Drawing as an Element of Practical Education. . Alfred Horace Foxhall.
ESSAY, Silent Forces Alice Maud Chase.
DISCUSSION, Ought the United States to Prohibit Chinese
Immigration ? Affirmative Daniel Elmer Marshall.
Negative Edward Marsh Gilman.
ESSAY, Modern Art Maud Atherton.
ORATION, The Scholar in Politics A'gernon Francis Otis.
ORATION, The Statesmanship of Gladstone Harry Libbee Fiske.
ESSAY, The Value of a Musical Education Ne Hie Louisa Towne.
ORATION, Electricity vs. Gas for Illumination Harry Austin Norton.
DISCUSSION, Was Charles Diukens a greater Novelist than
Walter Scott? Affirmative , Cora Pelle Wheeler.
Negative Helen Monroe Bell.
ESSAY, The Legacy of Greece to the Present Generation. .
.
Carrie Sprazue Austin.
ESSAY, The Mysteries of a Lump ot Coal Harriet Flint Reed.
ORATION, Tho Tariflf Issue in the United States Albert Jes.«<e McKean.
ESSAY, Emerson Elizabeth Combs Spalding.
CHRONICLES Lizzie Appleton Boby.
CLASS ORATION, "Know Your Opportunity" John Farley Thayer.
PROPHECiES, Elizabeth Alice SuUiTM.
VALEDICTORY, We have reached the Shore, the Ocean lies
beyond Mary Ella Wright.
NOrES MEDALS.
The No5^e3 Prize Medals were given to the following members
of the class of 1882:
Mary Ella Wright, Albert Jesse McKean,





The Name, Grade, Location, Date of Election, and Salary of each Teacher
in the Public Schools of Nashua, January, 1883.


































































































Rules of the Public Schools.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
CONSTITUTIOlSr OF THE SCHOOL COMJJITTEE.
I. The Board of Education of the city of Nashua is constituted
in accordance with the laws of New Hampshire and the city char-
ter, and consists of twelve members, fonr of whom are to be chosen
annually for a term of three years ; said committee at the begin-
ning of each year choosing a Chairman and Clerk from their own
number.
II. The committee thus constituted shall have the care and
superintendence of the schools ; and may, if deemed expedient,
appoint a Superintendent, to whom, under the direction of the
committee, shall be committed the direction of the schools.
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.
I. The meeting for organization shall be held on the second
Wednesday of November, at 7 1-2 o'clock, p. m. In case of any
failure to meet at the time, the Mayor shall cause a meeting for
organization to be called as soon thereafter as practicable.
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II. The first business, after the necessary preliminaries, shall
be the election by ballot, of a Chairman and Clerk of the Board,
If deemed expedient, a Superintendent shall also be elected by
ballot. They phiU also appoint of their number, on uomiuatioo
by the Chairman, five standing committees, to wit :—
1 Committee on Finance, Accounts and Claims.
2. Commitlte on School-houses and Supplies.
3. Committee on Text-books and Examination of Teachers.
4. Committee on Boundaries and Assignment af Scholars.
6. Committee on Music.
III. The Board shall receive the report of the committee upon
examination of teachers, and elect or appoint from the names re-
ported such persons to such positions as they may deem proper.
IV. All applications for schools shall be made in the appli-
cant's own handwriting, and shall state the residence, age and
experience in teaching, together with reference as to moral
character.
V. The salaries of all the teachers shall be fixed by the Board
at the tune of election, but may be changed at the discretion of
the Board.
VI. The annual report of the city, and the preparation of the
report required by the State, shall be made by a special committee
chosen by the Board, or by the Superintendent.
VII. The date of the commencement and duration of each
term, and the length of vacations, shall be fixed by special vote
of the Board.
SOB-COMMITTEES.
I. Sub-committees of the Board shall be appointed once a
year, and they shall consider tlie schools assigned to them under
their special care. They, with the Superintendent, shall give ad-
vice to the instructors in any emergency, and take cognizance of
any difficulty which may occur between instructors and pupile,
or parents of pupils, or between the instructors themselves, rela-
tive to the government or instruction of the school. An appeal,
however, to the whole Board, is not hereby precluded to any citi-
zen, pupil or instructor.
II. Althougli the interests of ihe schools demand sub-commit-
tees of the Board, each member i^hall consider it his duty to watch
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over all the public schools in the city ; to attend their examina-
tions, and to visit them at othur times, according to his ability.
ORDER OP BUSINESS.
I. At all regular meetings of the Board the order of business
shall be as follows :
1. Reading the call and noting the absent members.
2. Reading the minutes ot the last meeting.
3. Report ot Committees.
4. Unfinished business.
5. New business,
II. The deliberations of this Board shall be governed by the
ordinary parliamentary rules, in the absence ot any special regu-
lations.
III. The rules of the Board cannot be altered except upon
notice given at one meeting previous to action thereon.
IV. This Board may meet with closed doors when deemed
expedient.
V. The meetings of the Board shall be held by adjournment
from time to time, or by call of the Chairman, or when requested
by two members of the Board.
VI. A mnjority of the committee present and voting shall be
necessary to give validity to any vote or act of the Board, and
six members of the Board shall constitute a quorum. To be valid
any vote or act must receive the vote of four members.
DUTY OF OFFICERS.
I. The Chairman shall perform the usual duties of presiding
officer.
II. He shall aj)point all committees whose appointment is not
especially provided for or otherwise directed by the Board.
III. He may direct the Clerk to call a special meeting when-
ever be may deem it expedient.
DUTIES OF THE CLBIIK.
The Clerk shall keep a fair and accurate record of the proceed-
ings of the Board, and shall have charge of all papers directed by
the Board to be kept on file; shall notify each special meeting;
shall notify the chairman of every committee appointed, stating
the commission and the name of the members associated with
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him ; shall call extra meetings of the Board, by direction of th»
Chairman, or at the request of two or more of its members ; shall
notify instructors elect of their appointment, and give such other
notices as the Board may direct.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEKS.
I. The committee on finance, accounts and claims shall ex-
mine all bills, and report the same to the Board for final action.
II. The committee on school-houses and supplies shall examine
into the condition of houses, outbuildings and yards; make suf^h
repairs as they may deem necessary, and purchase all needed
supplies, when any such expenditure will not, by estimate, exceed
one hundred dollars. Larger expenditures shall first be reported
to the Board and receive their approval.
III. The committee on text-books and examiners ot teachera
shall recommend to the Board what changes, if any, shall be made
in text-books; shall, Avith the Superintendent, examine such per-
sons as propose to teach in any ot the schools, and furnish to the
board the result of such examination, for final action ; and shall
assign or transfer elected teachers as they may deem expedient.
IV. No change of text-books shall be made at any time unless
by a vote of two-thirds of the entire Board.
V. The committee on boundaries and assignment of scholars
shall establish the boundaries for the several school divisions and
regulate the attendance in each.
RULES FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT.
Section L The Superintendent shall make the public school
system a study, and keep himself thoroughly informed of the
discipline and progress of instruction in other places, that he may
prescribe the most efticient means for advancement of the public
schools of tiie city. He shall devote himself entirely to the duties
of his office, and secure a full compliance with the orders and reg-
ulations of the School Committee.
Sect, 2. He shall, under the direction of the School Committee,
have the supervision of all the public schools; he shall visit and
•arefully examine into the condition and progress of each school
as often as his other duties will pei-mit ; he shall attend to the
classification of scholars, and equalize, as far as practicable, the
attendance upon different schools.
Sect. 3. He shall have power to appoint stated or occasional
meetings of the teachers in the public schools, for the purpose of
instructing them in relation to their duties, and for mutual con-
sultation in matters touching the prospeiity of the schools. He
shall advise with the teachers in reference to the course of in-
struction and discipline, see that the prescribed studies are care-
fully pursued, and that no books are used except those adopted by
the Board ; and all orders issued by him shall be binding upon all
teachers unless revoked by the Board.
Sect. 4, He shall investigate all cases of discipline or difficulty
reported to him by teachers, parents or guardians and take such
action in the case as he and the sub-committee deem "expedient.
He shall exert his personal influence to secure general and regular
attendance, and to raise the character of each school, and, as far
as practicable, of each scholar.
Sect. 5, He shall attend the meetings of the Board, and, when
called upon by the Chairman, express his opinion on any subject
under discussion, and give such information as he may be able.
He shall be a member of every committee excej^tfinance. He shall
receive and classify the monthly reports of the principals of the
several schools, and piesent them to the Board at its next meet-
ing; and at the beginning ot each term shaU receive and classify
the order of exercises of each school in the city. He shall annually
prepare a written report for publication, giving such information
as to the character of the schools, and presenting such plans for
their improvement as he deems advisable.
Sect. 6. He shall aid in the examination of teachers, and con-
duct all public and private examinations of schools appointed by
the committee.
Sect. 7. He shnll furnish to teachers all necessary blanks, reg-
isters and text books, and shall keep an account of the same. He
shall use his best efforts to secure the observance of the law con-
cerning the employment of children in manufacturing establish-
ments, and carefully inquire and ascertain the names of all scholars
of nou-resident parents and guardians, and make out all bills and
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collect all moneys due the city for their tuition. lie shall be
authorized to cause all such repairs to be made as are immediately
needed for school-houses, furniture and warming apparatus.
Sect. 8. He shall have direction and control of the transfer of
scholars from one school to another of the same grade, and all
certificates of transfer shall be signed by him. Upon every appli-
cation, for a transfer, he shall investigate the reasons therefor, and
especially regard the numbers in the schools and the residence of
the scholars. In doubtful cases he shall consult the appropriate
sub committes, or refer the case to the Board,
Sect. 9. Under the advice and direction of the Board, he shall
examine, or cause to be examined, the most advanced classes in
the schools, or so many as may be candidates for the next higher
grade, in such manner as shall be presciibed by the Board and
make selection of such as are prepared for promotion, and cause
transfers to be made, provided the respective sub-committees ap-
prove the same.
Sect. 10. He shall report to the Board at each monthly meet-
ing all cases of corporal punishment occurring in the public
schools during the previous month, with the name of the teacher
inflicting, and the scholar rece'ving the punishment; also naming
the offence and method of jninishment.
Sect. 1 1. In all cases of truancy or non-attendance upon school
which may come to his knowledge, he shall, in every instance,
strive to reform the child; but, if unsuccessful, he shall report the
names of the habitual truant or absentee to the officer whose duty
it is to make complaint in such cases. He shall report to the
School Committee every case of delinquency, tardiness, or viola-
tion of any of the rules on the part of teachers.
Sect. 12. He shall keep regular ofBce hours, and shall be in hb
office, on all school days^ from 8 1-2 to 9 1-2 a. m , and from 12 m.
to 12 1-2 p. M. In case of absence or sickness, he shall notify the
Chairman of the Board, and make such arrangements for his office
as 1)6 may think proper.
RULES FOR THE TEACHER OF MUSIC.
1. Vocal music shall be taught one half hour each week in
each division of the Grammar, Middle and Primaj-y schools of the
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city, by the teacher of music; and in addition, fifteen minutes
each day (excepting the day of the regular instruction by the
Musical Director) shall be devoted to musical instruction by the
regular teacher, under the general direction of the teacher of
music; and vocal music shall be in all respects regarded as one of
the regular studies of the schools.
II. It shall be the duty of the Teacher of Music to call special
meetings of the teachers for the purpose of instructing them, and
for mutual consultation in regard to the teaching of this service.
III. He shall, while he is in the school, have complete charge
of the same, and every teacher will be expected to aid and assist
in any way that he may direct.
IV. No scliolar will be excused from this exercise, unless an
excuse is received from the teacher of music and sub-committee
on music in the district to which he may belong.
V. During the time that he may have charge of the school
all the scholars will be subject to his government and discipline.
VI. He shall, from time to time, report progress to the Board
at their meetings, and in case any difficulty should arise between
himself and any teacher, he shall report the same at the next
regular meeting of the Board,
VII. He shall recommend to this Board, after a careful exami-
nation, some regular system of music. But he shall not make
any change of books or systems until these have been referred to
the committee on music, and have received the sanction of the
Board.
VIII. He shall have complete control of all the instruments of
music, charts, books, etc , which shall belong to the city, and shall
make it his special business to see that proper care is taken of the
same, and, in case of any injury or rough usaae to the same by
any scholar or teacher, shall report the same to the sub-committee
on music.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL.
RULES OF TEACHERS.
I. The Principal.—The school-house and outbuildings, with
their keys, furoiture, grounds and all other property belonging to
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the school, shall be in charge of the Principal, who will be held
responsible for their preservation.
II. The Principal shall carefully observe the hours appointed
for commencing and dismissing the schools, and shall be at th©
Bchool-house for the purpose of preserving order, at least fifteen
minutea before the hour prescribed for beginning the school.
III. The Principal shall send to the Superintendent, on the
Monday following the close of each month, a report showing the
whole number and the average number of males and females in
the school, together with the average daily attendance, and the
percentage of daily attendance tor the month ending on the pre-
ceding Friday, or such part thereof as has not been embraced in a
previous report.
IV. The Principal shall establish such rules as may be neces-
sary to secure good order and neatness in the school-house and on
the grounds, and the preservation of the furniture, books and
apparatus in the school-rooms.
V. Unless other provision is made, the Principal shall appoint
some suitable person to build fires and take care of the school-
house^ whose compensation shall be fixed by the school committee.
VI. In all cases of wilful and persistent violation ol the rules
of the school, the Principal mny suspend the offender. In all
cases of suspension the Principal shall give immediate notice to
the parent or guardian of the pupil, and also to the Su])erinten-
dent ; and every such notice shall state the offence for which the
suspension is inflicted.
VII. No Principal shall be engaged in any other profession or
employment while employed by the city,
VIII. The Assistant Teachers.—In the absence of the
Principal, the assistant teacher shall take charge of the school
unless other provision is made by the school committee ; and it
shall be the duty of all the assistant teachers to co-operate with
and assist the Piincipal in the maintenance of order, study and
discipline among the pupils.
IX. In General,—During school hours all teachers shall faith-
fully devote themselves to the instruction, discipline, manners and
habits of their i)upi!s. They shall give constant employment to
their scholars, and endeavor by judicious and diversified methods to
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render the schools both pleasant and profitable. They shall use
ftll suit.ible means to promote good morals and polite manners
among their pupils. They shall maintain firm, prudent and vigilant
discipline, and shall use corporal punishment only when gentler
measures fail to secure obedience.
X. All teaciiers shall be required to keep registers, furnished
at the public expense, in which they shall record the names, age,
attendance of their pupils, and such other particulars as shall
give a correct idea of the state of the school. These registers
shall be returned to the School Committee at the close of each
term unless otherwise directed; and all blanks in these registers
shall be filled out each term, in order that teachers may be legally
entitled to receive their pay, A certificate from the Clerk of the
School Committee tnat these requirements have been complied
with shall be presented to the City Treasurer before the salary
shall be paid.
XI. Any teachers desiring to be absent from school shall make
the desire known to the sub-committee, who alone are authorized
to fill such temporary vacancy ; and no bill for se'vices j ei'forined
without their consent shrJl be approved. The absence of any
teacher for one week or more ehall cause a corresponding deduc-
tion from the salary of such teacher, and for a less period the
teacher shall pay the substitute provided by the School Committee.
XII. If any teacher is absent or tardy without being excused
by the Superintendent, or shall dismiss school before the end of
the session without his permission, it will be considered by the
Board as a resignation on Ihe part of such teacher.
XIII. Teachers shall attend all meetings appointed by the
School Committee or Superintendent, and any absence from such
meetings by any teacher who has been duly notified shall be re^-
garded the same as absence from school during school hours.
XIV. All teachers, upon notification of their election, shall be
presented with a c^py of these regulations, and they shall signify
their acceptance by subscribing to them.
XV. It shall be the duty of all teachers to have a copy of these
regulations at all times at their respective school-iooms, and
"Kules of the Schools " shall be read to the pupils by the teacher
at least once during the term.
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XVI. The custom of giving presents to teachers while in the
service of this city is, in the opinion of the Board, wrong, and is
therefore prohibited.
XVII. Any teacher who leaves the school under her instruc-
tion, except in case of sickness, before the close of the school
year, shall receive no compensation for the last four weeks of
service, unless notice of Such intention was duly given before the
commencement of the then current term. Provided: That the
School Board, in regular meeting, may waive the last foregoing
stipulation.
OF THE PUPILS.
I. Age—No pupils under five years of age- shall be admitted
to the schools,
II. Place.—Pupils shall attend the schools in their own divi-
sions, unless permission to attend elsewhere is granted by the
Superintendent, and such permission will not be granted except
for reason of insufficient school room to accommodate all the
pu])ils within the district.
III. Study.—No pupil shall be allowed to study out of school
during school hours, or leave school for the purpose of taking
music lessons, or take less than the required number of studies
without permission from the School Committee. Pupils sliall
make up all neglected lessons, unless excused by the Principal.
All scholars in the schools sliall pursue the prescribed studies unless
they shall })res8nt to the Superintendent a certificate of physical
disability from their regular family physician.
IV. Terms of Admission.—Each applicant must present to the
teachers a certificate of admission from the Superintendent.
V. Department.—Each pupil shall enter the department indi-
cated by the card of admission.
VI. Books.—Each pupil shall come provided with the neces-
sary books, etc.
VII. Time for Opening School.—The bell shall be rung five
minutes before the time of commencing school, and all scholars
not in their seats at the expiration of those five minutes shall be
accounted tardy.
Excuses.—Any pupil having been absent or tardy shall be re-
quired to bring a written excuse from parent or guardian ; and
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any pupil who Ims been absent five half dnys in the month (two
tartly marks counting as one halt day's absence), except from sick-
ness or some ij\i[)crative necessity, sliall be sent to the Suijcrin-
ten dent.
IX. Lkwing ScriooL.—No pupil shall be allowed to leave
Bchool before the ap[)ointed titne, except in case of sickness, or
Bome pressing- emergency, of which the teacher shall be judge.
X. Ordku.—Wlien pupils enter their respective rooms, before
the time for opening school, ihey sh.all take their seats and pursue
then studies tlie same as during school hours. They shall not in-
dulge in scuffling, whistling, boisterous noise, or loud talk in the
school building,
XI. Personal Neatness and Cleanliness.—Among the
pupils special attention shall be paid to personal neatness and
and cleanliness. The use of tobacco in any form, by teacher or
pupils, is expressly pi-ohibitod. Any child coming to school with-
out proper attention being given to cleanliness, or whose clothes
need repairing, shall be sent home to be properly fitted for school.
XIL To AND FaoM Schools.—Pupils shall be under the juris-
diction ot teachers to and from school.
XIII. Improper Conduct.—Any pupil who shall, on or around
the school premises, use or write any profane or indecent language
or draw any obscene pictures or representation, shall be liable to
suspension or expulsion.
XIV". Damage to School Property.—Any pupil guilty of
defacing or injuring the school property, shall pay in full for all
damages, and be liable to suspension.
XV^. Injurious Habits and Conduct.—In all cases where
the conduct and habits of a pupil are found injurious to associates,
it shall be the duty of the principal to suspend such pupil from
school, and at once report the case to the parent or guardian and
the School Committee.
XVI. V^vcciNATioN and' Pisease.—No scholar shall be per-
mitted to attend any school in this city who has not been duly
vaccinated; nor shall any scholar afflicted with any contagious
disease, or residing in a family afflicted with any such disease, be
permitted to attend until he has produced a certificate from some
regular physician, staling that there is no danger to be appre-
hended troni the same.
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XVII. Absence from School.—Whenever any scholar is
absent from school, the teacher shall immediately ascertain the
reason, and if such absence be continued, and is not occasioned
by sickness or other sufficient cause, he shall report such absence
to the proper authority for enforcing the truant law.
XVIII. No scholar shall be allowed to remain in any school-
room during the noon intermission, unless the teacher is present,
or the special consent of tiie principal is obtained.
SCHOOL TERMS.
I. Number of Terms.—The school year has been divided into
three terms.
II. Spring Tj:rm—The Spring Term shall commence on the
-se20nd Monday in April, and continue twelve weeks.
III. Fall Term.—The Fall Term shall commence on the third
Monday in September, and continue twelve w^eeks.
IV. Winter Term.—The Winter Terra shall commence on
the last Monday in December, and continue twelve weeks.
SCHOOL HOURS.
I. Sessions.—The session of n.11 the schools shall be of five
hours' duration. The morning session shall begin at nine o'clock,
and the afternoon session at two o'clock, closing at four o'clock.
II. Recess—At the expiration of one-half of the morning
session there shall be a recess of fifteen minutes, and at the ex-
piration of one-half of the afternoon session of the middle and
primary schools there shall be a recess of fifteen minutes,
VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS.
I. Vacations.—There shall be a vacation following the winter
term, of two weeks; following the spring terra, of eleven weeks;
following the fall terra, of three weeks.
II. On very stormy days the school sessions will be omitted.
Notice will be given by the school bells in the morning at 8:15.
For the afternoon, notice will be given at 11:45.
III. Holidays.—The following holidays shall be granted to
the schools : Every Saturday, Fourth of July, Thanksgiving Day,




I, Teachers must, at all seasons of the year, make the ventila-
tion and temperature of their school-rooms an essential object of
attention. 77*6 atV in the room must be sufficiently changed nX
every recess and at the close of every session. Pupils should in
no case be alloioed to sit in a draught of air.
II. Every school-room must be supplied with a thermometer
which will be furnished uj^on the a|>plication of any teacher to
the School Committee. The thermometer shall be placed so as
to indicate, as nearly as possible, the average temperature of the
rooms.
JANITORS AND THEIR BUTIES,
This Board shall annually elect by ballot one or more persons
to serve as janitors. It shall be the duty of the janitor to have
the charge of the heating apparatus and the water works con-
nected with the school-houses, to keep the rooms clean and well
ventilated; to take care of the school-houses and outbuildings; to
make minor and incidental repairs; to lock and unlock the doors;
to notify the committee on school-houses and supplies whenever
fuel is needed, and to see that the premises in general are kept in
good order. They shall also be subject to such special regulations,
and perfoim such additional duties in and about the premises, as
the sub-committee on their respective schools, or the Superinten-
dent, may indicate.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
No teacher shall read or distribute any advertisement, or allow
any advertisement to be read or distributed in any of the public
schools, nor shall any public entertainment be announced in any
school without special permission.
SECTARIAN INSTRUCTION PROHIBITED.
No book or tract designed to advocate the tenets of any par-
ticular sect or party shall be permitted in any of the schools; nor
shall any sectarian or partisan instruction be given by any teacher
in the same.
MORNING EXERCISES.
The morning exei'cises of all the schools shall commence with
the reading of the Scriptures, followed by the Lord's prayer, dur-
ing which service all the teachers and pupils connected with the




Heading and Sinll'wg.—Monroe's Primer Chart ; Franklin First
Reader.
Arithmetic.—lumbers from one to ten.
Elementary exercises in writing and drawing.
SECOND YEAR.
Heading and Spelling—Franklin Second Reader.
Arithmetic.—Numbers from ten t,o thirty.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's Drawing Cards—First Series.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Primary No. 1.
THIRD YEAR.
Reading and Spelling.—Franklin Third Header.
Arithnietic.—Numbers from thirty to one hundred.
Geography—Oral instruction upon definitions and localities in
the city familiar to the pu))ils.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's Drawing Cards—Second Series,
Writing —Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Primary, No. 2.
ALL CLASSES.
General Exercises.—Singing, vocal gymnastics, physical exer-




Reading., Spelling and D<Jining.—P^-anklin Third Reader,
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Arithmetic.—Franklin Written, to page 38, with multiplication
and division tables.
Geography.—Harper's Introductory, to Lesson 33, with map
drawing and moulding.
Language.—Taught orally with use of First Lessons in Nat-
ural History and Language
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's, No. 3.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's New Series, No, 2.
SECOND YEAR.
Reading, Spelling and Definiiig.—Franklin Fourth Reader.
Arithmetic.—Franklin Written, to page 75
Geography.— Harper's Introductory, finished, with map draw-
ing and moulding.
Language.—Taught orally as above.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's, No. 4.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's New Series, No. 2.
General Exercises.— Vocal gymnastics, physical exercises, sing-
ing and object lessons each session in all classes. Also declama-
tions and recitations every week, alternating with compositions.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
FIRST YEAR.
FiEST Term.— Franklin Fourth Reader ; Monroe's Speller ;-.
Franklin Written Arithmetic from page 75 to page 88 ; Geog-
raphy, Harper's School, to lesson 29, with map drawing; Lan-
guage, oral instruction.
Second Term.—Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
fi'om page 88 to page 99 ; Geography, Harper's School, to lessom
40, with map drawing ; Language, oral instruction.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining ; Arithmetic
from page 99 to page 124 ; Geography, Harper's School, to»
lesson 47, and review year's work, with map drawing ; Language.^,
oral instruction ; Writing and Drawing through the year, Payson
Dunton & Scribner's series, No. 4 and 5 ; Walter Smith's New-
Series of Drawing Books.
SECOND Y'EAR.
First Term.— Reading, Franklin Intermediate Reader ; Spell-
ing and Defining, Monroe's Speller ; Arithmetic, from page 124 to
D
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page 136; Geography, Harper's School, to lesson 62; Language,
Swinton's New Lessons, begun ; History of the United States to
page 69.
Second Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
frona page 136, to page 152 ; Geography, Hai'per's School, to
lesson 73 ; History of the United States, from page 69 to Epoch IH j
Language, Swinton's, continued.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from page 152 to page 172 ; Geography, Harper's School, to
lesson 81 and review; Language, Swinton's New Lessons to page
85; History of the United States, from Epoch III, to 1776 on
page 112; Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing^
Payson, Dunton & Scribner's, No. 5 and 6 ; Drawing, Walter
Smith's New Series.
THIRD TEAR.
First Term.— Reading, Franklin Fifth Reader, Spelling and
Defining, Monroe's Speller; Arithmetic from page 185 to page
209; Geography, Harper's School, to lesson 101 ; Language, Swin-
ton's continued from p:ige 85 ; Llistory of United States, from
1776 on page 112 to Epoch TV, on page 147.
Second Teem.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic;
from page 209 to page 231 ; Geography, Harper's School, to
page 122, and New Hampshire; Language, Swinton's continued
;
History of the United States from page 147 to page 178.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
from page 231 to page 265; Geography, Harper's School, com-
pleted, and review, including pages 122-3; Language, Swinton's
to page 144 ; History of the United States from page 178 to
Epoch V. ; Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing
Payson, Dunton & Scribner's, No. 6 and 7 ; Drawing, Walter
Smith's New Series.
FOURTH TEAR.
First Term.— Reading, Franklin Fifth Reader; Spelling and
Defining, Monroe's Speller ; Arithmetic, from page 265 to page 277
;
Physiology, Jarvis Elem. to Efiect of Respiration on the Blood
and Air ; Language, Swinton's New Lessons finished ; History
of the United States, from Epoch V. to page 280.
Second Term.—Reading, Spelling and Defining ; Arithmetic
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from page 277 to end, and begin review ; Physiology completed
;
Language, Parsing and Composition ; Book Keeping, Single
Entry ; History of the United States, from page 280 to end of
the book.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
finish Review; Geography, General Review; History of the
United States, Review ; Book Keeping, Single Entry completed
Writing and Drawing through the year ; Writing, Payson, Dunton
& Scribuer's No. 8 and 9 ; Drawing, Walter Smith's new Series.
Daily practice in Drill Tables in all classes.
Vocal Gymnastics, Physical Exercises, and musical instruct-
ion, during the course.
Special attention is to be given to Composition, Declamation and
Recitation during every term of the whole Grammar course.
HIGH SCHOOL—CLASSICAL COURSE.
FISRT YEAR.
First Term.—Latin Reader, Algebra, Natural Philosophy,
*Arithmetic, *English Composition, ^English Authors.
Second Term—Latin Reader, Algebra, Natural Philosophy,
Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English Authors.
Third Term.—Caesar, Algebra, Chemistry, *Arithmetic, *En-
glish Composition, *English Authors,
second year.
First Term.—Csesar, Algebra, Chemistry, *Arithmetic, *En_
glish Composition, ^English Authors.
Second Term,—Caesar, Geometry, English History or Book-
keeping (double entry), ^Arithmetic, *English Composition,
English Authors.
Third Term.—Caesiir, Geometry, English History or Book-
keeping (double entry), ^Arithmetic, *Engli8h Composition,
English Authors.
' THIRD YEAR.
First Term.—Cicero, General History, Greek Reader, French
or Trigonometry, *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *EngHsh
Authors.
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Second Term.—Cicero, General History, Anabasis, French or
Trigonometry, *Arithmelic, ^English Composition, *Engli8h
Authors.
Third Term.—Virgil, Physical Geography, Anabasis, French
or Civil Government, *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *Eng-
lish Authors.
FOURTH YEAR.
First Term.—Virgil, Pliysical Geography, Anabasis, French
or Political Economy, *Arithmetic, *English Grammar, ^English
Authors.
Second Term.—Virgil, French, Iliad or English Literature,
*Arithmetic, *English Grammar, *English Authors.
Third Term.—Virgil, French, Iliad or English Literature,
*Arithmetic, *English Grammar, *English Authors.
*One recitation each week in Arithmetic, English Authors,
English Composition or English Grammar. Four recitations
weekly in each of the other subjects.
HIGH SCHOOL—ENGLISH COURSE.
FIRST YEAR.
First Term.—Natui-al Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping
(single entry), *Arithmetic *English Composition, *Engli8h
Authors.
Second Terji.—Natural Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping
(single entry), *Arithmetic, ^English Composition, *English
Authors.
Third Tkkm.—Cheiuistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, *Arithmetic,
English Composition, *English Authors.
second year.
First Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, *Arithmetic,
*English Composition,j,*English Authors.
Second Term.—Astronomy, Geometry, English History or
Book-keeping (double entrv), Arithmetic, *English Composi-
tion, *English Authors.
Third Term.—Astronomy, Geometry, English History or




First Term.—General History, Geology, French or Trigonom-
etry, ^Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English Authors.
Second Term.—General History, Geology, French or Survey-
ing, ^Arithmetic, *English Composition, ^English Authors.
Third Term.—Analytical Chemistry, Physical Geography,
French or Civil Government, *Arithmetic, *English Composition,
*English Authors.
FOURTH YEAR,
First Term.—Analytical Chemistry, Physical Geography,
French or Civil Government, *Arithmetic, *English Grammar,
*English Authors.
Second Term.—Political Economy or French., Burke or Web-
ster, English Literature, *Arithmetic, *English Grammar, *English
Authors.
Third Term.—Political Economy or French, Botany, English
Literature, *Arithmetic, *English Grammar, *English Authors.
*One recitation each week in Arithmetic, English Authors,
English Composition or English Grammai'. Four recitations
weekly in each of the other subjects.
HIGH SCHOOL—COMMERCIAL COURSE.
first year.
First Term.—Natural Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping
(single entry), *Arithmetic, English Composition, *Engli8h
Authors.
Second Term—Natural Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping,
(single entry), *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *Engli8h
Authors.
Third Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, ^Arithmetic,
^English Composition, *English Authors.
second year.
First Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, *Arithraetic,
English Composition, *English Authors.
Second Term.—Astronomy, Book-keeping (double entry), Ge-
ometry, *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English Authors.
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Third Term.—Astronomy, Book-keeping (double entry), Ge-
ometry, *Arithmetic, *English Composition, ^English Authors.
*Onc recitation each week in Arithmetic, English Composition





Review of the Chart from page 18 to page 24, advancing to page
29, learning the scale to G and D with blackboard exercises in two
parts. Reviewing the Chromatic Scales thoroughly. Also the
Transposition of the Scales. .
SECOND DIVISION.
Review of scale. Scale name. Pitch nSme. Syllable. Review
of Staff. Location of Pitch names. Review, Kind of Notes and
Rests. Review, Kinds of Measure and Dynamic Characters.
Singing from Chart, from page 5 to bottom of page 24. Reading
Chromatic Scales in Sharps and Flats in connection with black-
board exercises. Learning to sing two parts.
THIRD DIVISION.
The scale in full. The Scale names. The Pitch names. Syl-
lables. The Staff" in full. The Clef. The Location of Letters.
The kind of Notes. The kind of Rests. The Bars and Measures.
The Dynamic Characters. Sing from the Chart by Scale name.
Pitch name and Syllables to th bottom ot page 17.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
FIRST DIVISION,
Review of the Keys in Sharps, with their transjiositions. Using
Second Music Reader, commencing with page 41, singing to page
78, learning the scales of F and B flat, with their trar.spofcilion,
writing the same. Reviewing the Chromatic Scales.
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SECOND DIVISION.
Reviewing Chart from 21st to 28th page. Transpose from one
Key to another in sharps. Singing exercise in A and E. Sing-
ing from Chart to page 43. Giving Scale names, Pitch names
—




Reviewing the two books. Giving the Harmonies of Third
Book, making Harmony an especial study. Writing exercises for
the class to sing.
SECOND DIVISION.
Commencing with page 45, Third Music Reader, singing to page
96. Writing out the Harmonies of the different degrees. Re-
viewing the scales. Writing blackboard exercises lor scholars to
sing. Finishing the Third Book.
THIRD DIVISION.
Commencing with the Third Music Reader, studying the
Chords, writing out the same. Reviewing the Scales in Sharps
and Flats, and Chromatic Scales. Singing to page 44.
FOURTH DIVISION.
Commencing with page 62, Second Reader, reviewing the
Scales in the different Keys, writing the same. Singing page 96.
Practicing the triads, thirds, fourths, fifths, octaves, with black-
board exercises in two pans.
TEXT-BOOKS.
PRIMARr SCHOOLS.
Headers—Franklin, First, Second and Third Readers.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's.
Drawing.—Prof. Walter Smith's Series.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
Readers.—Franklin, Third and Fourth Readers,
Geography.—Hai-jDer's Introductory.
Arithmetic.—Franklin Written.
Language.—First Lessons in Natural History and Language.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's.
Drawing.—Prof. Walter Smith's Series.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.




Language.—Swinton's New Language Lessons
History.—Barnes' History of the United States.
Book-keeping.—Meservey's.
Physiology.—Jarvis' Elementary.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's.

















Botany,—Gray's Lessons and Manual.
Mhetoric.—Kellogg's.
English Composition.—Swinton's.
English Literature.—Selections from English authors.
Book-keeping.—Meservey's.
Latin.—Harkness' Latin Grammar, Caesar and Cicero ; Virgil
;
Jones's Reader, and Prose Composition.
Greek.—Goodwin's Greek Grammar, Leighton's Greek Lessons
Jones's Greek Prose ; Goodwin's Xenophon's Anabasis, Homer's
Iliad.
French.—Otto's French Grammar and Sauveur's Reader.





Account of City Treasurer
Apparatus, Fire
Attendance at School (Sch. Kept.) •
Cemeteries
City Debt
City Farm and H. C .
City Hall Building







" Solicitor, Report of
" Physician, " "







Evening Schools (Sch. Rept.)




























Members of Fire Department 63-64



















Standing Committees . .
.









Statistics of Taxation. .
Searles Road
School Money
Tax, County
" State
Taxes, Abatement of.
.
Taxation, Statistics of.
Temporary Loan
Teams, City
Teachers, Salaries of.
Valuation, Taxes, &c
,
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!
Water Supply,
15 Ward Expense
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